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Murray, Ky., Monday Alternate, May 2, 1977

Winter Named As 14th
Distinguished Professo
Juln C. -Jack" Winter, professor of
musi . and assistant dean of the College
of Creative Expression at Murray State
University. has been chosen as the 14th
faculty member.-to-receive the coveted
distinguished professor award of the
Alumni Assoqiation.
He was presented to the gathering at
the annual alumni banquet Saturday
evening by. Dr. Rex Alexander,
professor of recreation and physical
education and last year's recipient.
Winter. was awarded a check for $500
when his selection was announced.
A teacher of piano and organ, Winter
joined the faculty at Murray State in
19481 He was' hired by the late Price
"Pop" Doyle, who made a trip to
Detroit to interview him and to listen to
hill' play the piano. Doyle offered him a
job then and there.
During his years at Murray State,
Winter has become well known for
three slide-tape presentations he has
FOOTBALL FUND OVER THE TOP'—A check amounting to $2,333.95, presented to the Calloway Schools football developed about pipe organs in the
program fund drive, put the drive "over the top," Jack Rose, superintendent of Calloway County Schools said Friday night. United States, Canada, and Europe. In
The check, representing the proceeds from the Murray Optimist Club's Popcorn Bonanza, was presented Friday night at a three different years — 1967, 1971, and
banquet at Kenlake State Park. Optimist Club president Hoyt Cleaver, Jr.,(holding check) presented the check to, left to 1975 — he has toured extensively to
right, Bill Crick of the booster club,football coach Stan Outland and Supt. Rose. Rose said the Optimists'donation was the collect information for the shows. .
His work in the summer of 1967 was
largest single contribution recieved in the fund drive.
focused on the pipe organs of the 1960s
in the U.S. and Canada. He visited
many churches and factories where he
played, made recordings, and
photographed the pipe organs.
. In 1971, he played on, recorded,. and
photographed several 300-year-old pipe
organs during a visit to Europe. His

tour in 1975 included Virginia and
Kentucky and several New England
states where he studied the- historic
tracker organs.
Besides his duties as a teacher and
assistant dean at Murray State, Winter

John C."Jack" Winter
has participated in many piano and
organ concerts and recitals, served as
an adjudicator for piano and organ
festivals, and been involved in continuing education projects in music
sponsored by the College of Creative
Expression.
He has served as chairman of the
library committee on the campus since
1968 and is currently president of the
Murray Civic Music Association.
Active in professional organizations,
Winter has served as president, vice-

president, piano chairman,
of the Kentucky Music
Association and as vice-presi
Southern Division of th
Teachers National Association
He is a life member of Phi
Sinfonia men's professio
fraternity and a charter m
Omicron Delta Kappa men's
honor society.
A native of Lake Charles,
attended Juilliard Summer
years while in high school. H
the B.M. degree at Louisi
University and the M.M. deg
University of Michigan. He
tended the Trinity College of
London, England.
Winter served as an Army
Europe during World War II.
He and his wife, the former
Vincent, have two sons — J
physicist.in Huntsville, Ala.,
an architect in Cambridge,
and a daughter Mary,an an
with the K;ntucky Historical
Frankfort.
Besides Alexander, other
ners of the distinguished
award are: Dr. C. S. Lowry, 1
Liza Spann, 1965; Dr. Max
1966; Dr. Walter Blackburn, 1
Evelyn Linn Allbritten, 1968;
Baar, 1969; William B. Tayl
Dr. Karl F. Hussung, 1974
Howton, 1972; Miss Rubie Smi
Dr. Robert F. Alsup, 1974; and
W.Farrell, 1975.

Carter Unveiling Outline Of
Uncompleted Welfare Reform

at Murray State, Peabody, and the
University of Kentucky. Miss Smith, whose name is included
in, several national.. biographical
listings, has been active in several
professional and civic organizations. ,
She has served as president of the First
District Education Association, the
Carter is unveiling the outline of a still
is to make a brief trip to
WASHINGTON (AP) — One day
Kentucky Avociation for Childhood
uncompleted reform plan.
meet with Syrian Presid
after his original deadline for anEducation, the Calloway County
The President's usual Monday
Assad.
nouncing a program to overhaul the
Association for Childhood Education,
meeting with his Cabinet was expanded
At the center of the well
, nation's welfare system, President
the Delta Department of the Murray
today to include congressional leaders
issue is the question of ma
Woman's Club and as organizer and
who were invited to the Slate Dining.
equitahlefor-those-who-can'
president of the Murray State
Room for a special budget meeting with
and at the same time encour
-thrrversityWrimen's Society.
Thomas B. _Lance, the director of the able to work to do so.
Her father, the late George W. Smith,
Office of Management and Budget.
Pressure has been plac
served two terms in the Kentucky
Before the meeting, Lance and his
administration by the stat
House of Representatives from Mardeputy, James T. McIntyre Jr., were to
National Governors Conf
shall county, including the 1922 session
give the President a special budget
revise the welfare system
WASHINGTON,
C.
—
D.
of the General Assembly when
briefing.
financing of welfare is m
Congressman Carroll Hubbard predicts
legislation was enacted that eventually
The President and top aides worked
federal government. Under
unanimous approvaLin the U. S. House on the welfare program over the
resulted in the establishment of Murray
system, the states provid
of Representatives of House Bill 6726, weekend, drawing up their general
State.
amounts to match fede
legislation to name the Federal
principles on welfare reform.
tributions
Building in Paducah "The Frank Albert
Legislation to carry out the 'adBuilding."
Federal
Stubblefield
ministration's plan will be presented
The bill was drafted and introduced sometime later, although Congress
by Hubbard last Thursday. Hubbard's may not get around to final action on it
six House colleagues from Kentucky. co- this year.
sponsored the bill.
Deputy White House Press Sectetary
In a speech before the Members of
Rex Granum said the goal of the
Congress last Thursday Hubbard ,said,
welfare reform program was to make
•'It is my privilege to introduce this bill the welfare system "more efficient and
FRANKFORT, Ky. — It
Miss Ruble Smith
to name the only Federal Bwlding equitable." Carter often spoke during
about $70,000 to convert
Frank R. Ellis, Arlington, Va., joined
phitheatre at Kenlake Sta
serving much of Kentucky's First the presidential campaign about
Industries of Kentucky, LouisJe
mid-year and spring graduates will be
Park into a spectator tenn
Congressional District in honor of my simplifying the program and making it
Mrs. June Bushart Norris Augus
awarded degrees by Dr. Constantine W. a small andselect circle Saturday night
when he was named a distinguished
predecessor, Frank
night-time viewing, accor
distinguished
retired in 1975 after 34 years o ervic,
Curris, university president.
more fair.
alumnus of Murray State University.
Albert Stubblefield, who served faitharchitectural estimate by
with the federal governthent
Others to participate in the program
In addition to working on welfare
Ellis, a native of Murray and a 1935
fully and effectively for 16 years in the
parks department
Washington; R. Wijmn Taylor
include the Rev. Martin Mattingly,
proposals Sunday, the President
graduate
of the university, a president
The tennis court will hay
House of Representatives."
executive vice-president and genera
pastor of St. Leo Church in Murray,
prepared for his trip to Europe, which
of a food and agriculture consulting ?.c.manager of the Society of Manufa.
rooms, restroorns and Ii:
The Federal Building in Paducah is a • begins Thursday. While in Europe,
who will Om the invocation and
firm in Arlington, having retired in 1972
existing seating and stage
three-story structure housing several Carter is to attend an economic summit
turing Engineers (SME), Dearbor,
benediction, and the 36-piece Wind
with alterations for the tenn
Mich.; and Harry W. Wilson, for 24 federal agencies and is located at 501
Sinfonietta conducted by Paul W. after 10 years as deputy coordinator in
and a meeting of the North Atlantic
the
Agency for International
- provisions for the handica
Broadway in the downtown section of Treaty Organization in London. He also
years as a special agent with the
• Shahan, which will play the
Development's Office for Food and
the city.
Bid date on the project is M
Federal Bureau of Investigation art,
processional and recessional and
Peace, Washington.
now the administrative assistant 'provide special music.
Ellis was one of five Murray State
charge of security for the Bellev..:.
Miss Smith, who joined the faculty in
alumni selected for the honor and
Public Schools, Bellevue, Wash.
1939 and became chairman if the
named at the university's annual
The five new distinguished alun•ir.
DePartment of Elementary Education
alumni banquet by Dr. Constantine W.
named Saturday night bring to 24 tt-iF
in 1970, has been either student or
Curris, president of the institution.
number of graduates so honored in tr,
teacher during the administration of
Also named were R. Rayburn
54-year history of the university.
each of Murray State's six presidents.
Watkins, president of Associated
Following his graduation fr.:I-.
Murray State, Ellis joined the United
States Department of Agriculture.
serving for 24 years before becoming an
administrative assistant to former
Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield in 1959. He held this position
Some Democrats are decidedly uncomfortable with the
until 1962 when he joined the food and
endorsement of Sen. Walter Huddleston for another sixpeace agency.
year term by the party's central executive committee.
While with the agency, he led an AL)See the story on today's Opinion Page,Page Four.
sponsored project with the Department
of Agriculture to improve the
nutritional quality of foods destined for
Is Alfred Agee giving the Six Million Dollar Man some
U. S. overseas aid programs In
competition? Check out Sports Editor Mike Brandon's
recognition of this service, he was
story on Page Six of today's issue.
awarded the Distinguished Honi
Award in 1972, the highest honor
presented by the Agency for International Development.
In making the award, AID officilis
noted that "The special foods whose
development Ellis promoted, upde
Mostly cloudy with a chance of
available under the Food for Peace
Local Scene
showers or thundershowers this
donation program, have spelled the
Dear Abby
afternoon. Highs in the mid to
difference between life and death for
Horoscope
upper 70s. Showers and
many children overseas, notably in
thundershowers likely tonight
Opinion Page
Nigeria and Bangladesh, and offer new
Sports
and Tuesday. Lows tonight in the
5,1
hope for improved health and menu'
Farm Pages
low to mid 50s. Highs Tuesday in
KINDERGARTEN REGISTRATION — The turnout was exreptionall* good this morning at the registratio
capacity of children now living and yer
the low to mid.70s. Chances of
Comics
Calloway
County School System kindergarteh program to begin next fall a«ording to Supt. Dr. lack Rose.
unborn in the developing countries."
precipitation are 40 per cent this
Crossword.
today,
68
parents had already registered for the program. There are openings for 80 students in the kinderga
Mrs.
Ellis
is
afternoon, 70 per cent tonight, 70
Boyer
the
Classifieds
former Hazel
10,
will
be
held al the Murray Uriiversity School. There will be two units, with a morning and afternoon class in each
of Bradley County, Tenn., and the
per cent Tuesday.
Deaths & Funerals
total of four classes, with 20 students per class. Dr. Rose said that when the 811 places are filled, the remain;
have two sons, James F. and John
registered will He put on a waiting list, and if vacancies occur, students will be placed according to the list.
Ellis.
Miss Rubie E. Smith, who:se service
to elementary education at. Murray
State University spanned 35 years
before her retirement- in 1974, - will
deliver the commencement address on
the campus Saturday, May 14.
Her address to the 54th spring
graduating class in ceremonies to begin
at 10 a. m.in the university fieldhouse is
entitled "Courage for Caring." Both

mostly cloudy

She was honored as the.distinguished
professor of the year by the Alumni
Association in 1973 and awarded an
lionoraryDoctor of Humanities.degree
by the university just prior to her
retirement a year later.
A Marshall County native, Miss
Smith went to the Murray State campus
dent in 1929, was graduated in
as a
1933, d taught six years in schools in
Bentoi and Marshall County before
beginning her long tenure as a teacher
and administrator at Murray State.
Through the years at Murray State,
-she—became affecticarairly -known as
Miss Rubie to colleagues, friends, and
hundreds of students who earned
baccalaureate and master's degrees in
elementary education, as well as other
fields of study.
She earned the M. A. degree at
George Peabody College in Nashville
and has done additional graduate work

Passage Of Bill
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Winter Named As 14tir
Distinguished Professor
John U. "Jack" Winter, professor of
music and assistant dean of the College
of Creative Expression at Murray State
University, has been chosen as the 14th
faculty member to receive the coveted
distinguished professor award of the
Alumni Association.
He was presented to the gathering at
the annual alumni banquet Saturday
evening by Dr. Rex Alexander,
professor of recreation and physical
education and Jest year's recipient.
Winter was awarded a check for $500
when his selection was announced.
A teacher of piano and organ, Winter
joined the faculty at Murray State in
1948. He was hired by the late Price
"Pop" Doyle, who made a trip to
Detroit to interview him and to listen to
him play the piano. Doyle offered him a
job then and there.
During his years at Murray State,
Winter has become well known for
three slide-tape presentations he has
FOOTBALL FUND OVER THE TOP'—A check amounting to 82,333.95, presented to the Calloway Schools football developed about pipe organs in the
program fund drive, put the drive "over the top," Jack Rose, superintendent of Calloway County Schools said Friday night. United States, Canada, and Europe. In
The check, representing the proceeds from the Murray Optimist ClUb's Popcorn Bonanza, was presented Friday night at a three different years — 1967, 1971, and
banquet at Kenlake State Park. Optimist Club president Hoyt Cleaver, Jr.,(holding check) presented the check to, left to 1975 — he has toured extensively to
right, Bill Crick of the booster club,football coach Stan Outland and Supt. Rose. Rose said the Optimists'donation was the collect information for the shows.
His work in the summer of 1967 was
largest single contribution recieved in the fund drive.
Staff Photo 111, Gene McCutcheon focused on the pipe organs of the 1960s
in the U.S. and Canada. He visited
many churches and factories where he_
played, made recordings, and
photographed the pipe organs.
In 1971, he played on, recorded, and
photographed several 300-year-old pipe
organs during a visit to Europe-. His

Miss Rubie Smith To Deliver
Commencement Address At MSU
Miss Rubie E. Smith, whose service
to elementary education at Murray
State University spanned 35 years
before her retirement in 1974, will
deliver the commencement address on
the campus Saturday, May 14.
Her address to- the 54th spring graduating class in ceremonies to begin
at 10 a. m.in the university fieldhouse is
entitled "Courage for Caring." Both

.She was honored as the distinguished
professor of the year by the Alumni
Association in 1973 'and awarded an
honorary Doctor of Humanities degree
by the university just prior to her
retirement a year later.
A Marshall, County native,• -Miss
Smith went to the Murray State campus
as a student in 1929, was graduated in
1933, and taught six years in schools in
Benton and Marshall County before
beginning her long tenure as a teacher
and administrator at Murray State.
Through the years at Murray State,
she became affectionately known as
Miss Rubie to eolleagues, friends, and
hundreds of students who earned
baccalaureate and master's degrees in
elementary education, as well as other
fields of study.
She earned the M. A. degree at
George Peabody College in Nashville
and has done additional graduate work

at Murray State, Peabody, _and the
University of'Kentucky.
Miss Smith, whose name is included
in several national biographical
listings, has been active in several
professional and civic organizations.
She has served as.president of the First
District Education Association, the
Kentucky Association for Childhood
Education, the Calloway County
Association for. Childhood Education,
the Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club and as organizer and
president of the Murray State
University Women's Society.... _
Her father, the late George W.Smith,
served two terms in the Kentucky
House of Representatives from Marshall County, including the 1922 session
of the General Assembly when
legislation was enacted that eventually'
resulted in the establishment of Morra)
State.

Frank Ellis Is
Honor Alumnus

Miss Ruble Smith

mid-year and spring graduates will be
awarded degrees by Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, university president.
Others to participate in the program
include the Rev. Martin Mattingly,
pastor of St. Leo Church in Murray,
who will give the invocation and
benediction, and the 36-piece Wind
Sinfonietta conducted by Paul W.
Shahan, which will play the
processional and recessional and
provide special music.
Miss Smith, who joined the faculty in
1939 and became chairman .of the
DePartment of Elementary Education
in 1970, has been either student or
teacher during the administration of
each of Murray State's six presidents.

Frank R. Ellis, Arlington, Va., joined
a small and select circle Saturday night
when he was named a. distinguished
alumnus of Murray State University.
Ellis, a native of Murray and a 1935
graduate of the university, a president
of a food and agriculture consulting
firm in Arlington, having retired in 1972
after 10 years as deputy coordinator in
the
Agency for International
Development's Office for Food and
Peace,Washington.
Ellis was one of five Murray State
alUmni selected for the honor and
named at the university's annual
alumni banquet by Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, president of the institution.
Also named were R. Rayburn
Watkins, president of Associated
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Some Democrats are decidedly uncomfortable with the
endorsement of Sen. Walter Huddleston for another sixyear term by the party's central _executive committee.
See the story on today's Opinion Page,Page Four.

Is Alfred Agee giving the Six Million Dollar Man some
competition? Check out Sports Editor Mike Brandon's
story on Page Six of today's issue.

mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy with a chance of
showers or thundershowers this
afternoon. Highs in the mid to
upper 70s. Showers and
thundershowers likely tonight
and Tuesday. Lows tonight in the
low to mid 50s. Highs Tuesday in
the low to mid 70s. Chances of
precipitation are 40 per cent this
afternoon, 70 per cent tonight, 70
per cent Tuesday.
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president, piano chairman, and editor ,
of the Kentucky Music Teachers
Association and as vice-president of the
Southern Division of the Music
Teachers National Association.
He is a life member of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia men's professional music
fraternity and a charter member of
..Omicron Delta Kappa men's national
honor society.
A native of Lake Charles, La., Winter
attended Juilliard Summer School two
years while in high school. He earned
the. B.M. degree at Louisiana State
University and the M.M. degree at the
University of Michigan. He also attended the Trinity College of Music in
London, England.
Winter served as an Army officer in
Europe during World War II.
He and his wife, the former Norinne
Vincent, have two sons — Jblumy, a
physicist in Huntsville. Ala., and Nore,
an architect in Cambridge, Mass., —
and a daughter Mary,an anthropologist ,
John C."Jack" Winter
has participated in many piano and with the Kentucky Historical Society in
organ concerts and recitals, served as Frankfort.
Besides Alexander, other past winan adjudicator for piano and organ
festivals, and been involved in con- ners of the distinguished professor
tinuing education projects in music award are: Dr. C. S. Lowry, 1964; Dr.
Liza Spann, 1965; Dr. Max Carman,
sponsored by the College .of Creative
1966; Dr. Walter Blackburn, 1967; Mrs.
Expression.
He has served as chairman of the Evelyn Linn Allbritten, 1968; Robert K.
library committee on the campus since Baar, 1969; William B. Taylor, 1970;
1966 and is currently president bf the Dr, Karl F. Hussung, 1971: E. B.
Howton, 1972; Miss Rubie Smith, 1971;
Murray Civic Music Association.
Dr.
Rohert F. Alsup, 1974; and Richard
Active in professional organizations.
Farrell,1975:
Winter has served as president,'vice-

tour in 1975 included Virginia and
Kentucky and several New England
states where he studied the historic
tracker organs.
Besides his duties as a teacher and
assistant dean at Murray State, Winter

Carter Unveiling Outline Of
Uncompleted Welfare Reform
Carter is unveiling the outline of a still
is to make a brief trip to Geneva to
uncompleted reform plan.
meet with Syrian President Hafez
The President's usual Monday
Assad.
meeting with his Cabinet was expanded
At the center of the welfare reform
today to include congressional leaders
issue is the -rmestion of making welfare
who were invited to the State Dining
equitable for those who can't find work
Room for a special budget meeting with
and at the same time encouraging those
.
_Lance,..the_directar..of.
- --able-to work te do se.
Office of Management and Budget.
Pressure has been placed on the
Before the meeting, Lance and his
administration by the -states and the
deputy, James T. McIntyreJr., were to
National Governors Conference to
give the President a special budget
revise
the welfare system so that full _
—
WASHINGTON,
C.
D.
briefing.
financing of welfare is met by the
Congressman Carroll Hubbardpredicts
The President and top aides worked
federal government. Under the current
unanimous approval in the U. S. House on the welfare program over the
the states provide varying
system,
of Representatives of House Bill 6726, Weekend, drawing up their general
amounts to match federal conlegislation to name the Federal principles on welfare reform.
tributions.
Building-in-Paducah --The Frank Albert Legislation to carry out the adBuilding."
Federal
Stubblefield
ministration's plan will be presented
The bill was drafted and introduced sometime later, although Congress
by Hubbard last Thursday. Hubbard's
may not get around to final action on it
six House colleagues from Kentucky co- this
year.
•
sponsored the bill. ,
Deputy White House press Secretary
• In a speech before the Members of
Rex Granum said the goal of the
Congress last Thursday Hubbard said, welfare reform program was to make
•'It is my privilege to introduce this bill the welfare system "more efficient and
FRANKFORT, Xy.
It will cost
to name the only Federal Building equitable." Carter often spoke during
about $70,000 to convert an amserving much of Kentucky's First the presidential campaign about
phitheatre at Kenlake State Resort
Congressional District in honor of my simplifying the program and Making it
Park into a spectator tennis court for
predecessor. Frank
distinguished
night-time viewing, according to an
more fair.
Albert Stubblefield, who served faitharchitectural estimate by the state
In addition to working on welfare
fully and effectively for 16 years in the proposals Sunday, the President
parks department. _•.
House of Representatives."
The tennis court will have dressing
prepared for his trip to Europe, which
The Federal Building in Paducah is a
rooms,
restrooms and lighting. The
begins Thursday. While in Europe,
three-story structure housing several Carter is to attend an economic summit
existing seating and stage will remain
federal agencies and is located at 501 and a meeting of the North Atlantic
with alterations for the tennis court and
Broadway in the downtown section of Treaty Organization in London. He also
.provisions for the handicapped.
tt e city.
Bid date on the project is May 5...
WASHINGTON (AP) — One day
after his original deadline for announcing a program to overhaul the
nation's welfare system, President

Hubbard Predicts
Unanimous
Passage Of Bill

Tennis Court

To Cost $70,000
At Kenlake Park

Industries of Kentucky, Louisville.
Mrs. June Bushart Norris August, whc
retired in 1975 after 34 years of service
with the federal government in
Washington; R. William Taylor.
executive vice-president and genera:
manager of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME), _Dearborn.
Mich:: and Harry W. Wilson, for 24
years as a special agent with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and
now the administrative assistant in
charge of security for the Bellevue
Public Schools, Bellevue, Wash.
The five ne'w distinguished alunir.
named Saturday night bring to 24 th«
number ,of graduates so honored in tri,
54-year history of the university.
Following his graduation fr, r:.
Murray State, Ellis joined the Unite:
States Department of Agriculture
serving for 24 years before becoming an
administrative assistant to former
Congressman_ Frank Albert Stubblefiejd in 1959. He held this positi.in
until 1962 when he joined the food and
peace agency.
While with the agency, he
an AIDsponsored project with the Department
of Agriculture to improve the
nutritional quality of foods destined for
U. S. overseas aid prIbgrams. In
recognition of this service, he r;a•
awarded the Distinguished HOP., r
Award in 1972, the highest hor..):presented by the Agency for International Development.
In making the award, AID officia;,
noted that "The special foods whro!.e
development Ellis promoted, made
available under the Food for Peace
donation program, .have spelled the
difference between life and death for
many childten overseas, notably in
Nigeria and Bangladesh, and offer ne%
hope for improved health and mental
KINDERGARTEN REGISTRATION — The turnout was exceptionally good this morning at the registration for the
capacity of children now living and yM
Calloway
County School System kindergarten program to begin next fall according to Supt. Dr. lack Rose. At 11 a. m.
unborn in the developing countries."
Mrs. Ellis is the former Hazel Boyer today,68 parents had already registered for the program. There are openings for 80 students in the kindergarten which
will be held at the Murray University School. There will be two units, with a morning and afternoon class in each unit, for a
of Bradley County, Tenn., and the.%
total of four classes, with 20 students per class. Dr. Rose said that when the 80 places are filled, the remaining parents
have two sons, James F. and John R
registered will be put on a Waiting fist and if ‘acancies occur, students will be plated according to the list.
Ellis.
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,Roccte
Callowiy
Cou.nty
Democratic Executive
Committee and precinct officers will meet at the
Calloway County Court House
at seven p.m.

Mercy Killing A
Matter of Caring

Robertson School musical
program with all students in
Grades 1.4 taking part will be
at Lovett Auditorium, MSU,it
seven p. m.'

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR

ABBY: SICKENED IN L.A. wrote to you
recently regarding the way he felt about the destruction of
thousands of brighted-eyed puppies aad3cittens, which he
had to destroy, as part of his job. „
Your P.S. to him was: "How much sicker must you get
before you seek other employment?"
Abby. there are all too few dedicated animal lovers
doing this kind of job, and if they were to quit, the plight of
the dogs and cats would be far worse.
It takes a humane person to destroy animals humanely.
A non-caring person can be very cruel with a needle stuck
in the wrong place.
Those who love animals should not abandon their jobs
at animal shelters, even though they must destroy
animals. They should stay there and fight for a
better-informed public and better conditions where they
work.
Many unfortunate animals are still stuffed into an
airtight box, then -exposed to exhaust fumes coming at
them at 400 degrees heat. They are roasted alive!
As the ASPCA Shelter manager for Galveston County, I
have destroyed over 20,000 dogs and cats in eight years.
I am sick of it, t00. But that's no excuse for ,quitting.
ONE WHO CARES

Groups of Fiqt Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon and
Mrs. Purdom Outland at
seven p. in. and Kathleen
Jones with Miss Hazel Tarry
at 7:15 p. m. •

DEAR ONE: Thank you for reminding me that the way
to change the system is not by quitting, but by sticking
v.ith it and trying to improve it. Your answer was better
than mine.

Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p. m.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 13-year-old boy with a question:
• \N'h would a boy my age want to start smoking when he
kirs it's bad for his health?
ROGER
DEAR ROGER:'Because he wants to "prove" to the
world that he's a "man." And 25 years later he tries to quit
smoking for the same reason.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p. m. at First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and 16th Streets.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. m.
Recital by John 'Houston,
piano, Paducah, will be at 8:15
p. in. in the Recital Hall Annex
of Price Doyle Fine Arts
MSU.

Tuesday, May3
Group n of First Christian
Church CWF Will meet at the
church parlor at two p.- m.
with Mrs. Jack Farmer, Mrs.
Gregg Miller, and Mrs.
William Van Meter as
hostessess and Mrs. Frank
Roberts as program-leader.

DEAR ABBY: You showed a lot of sympathy to mothers
of bedwetters. If those mothers think they have it so bad,
they should know what MY mother went through for 12
Jessie Ludwick Circle of
.• ;
•
years, --'
First Presbyterian Church
Her mother had a series of strokes, and my mother
will meet with Mrs. Stan
cared for her in our home. Granny wet the bed land, Hendrickson
at 1:30 p. m.
everything else) all those years. She weighed 180 pounds,
and had to be lifted and rolled over every time my mother
Murray TOPS Club will
changed the bed, which was countless times a day. We
didn't have a clot's dryer in those days, either, and living meet at Health Center at one
in the rainy Northwest, we had to hang our laundry in the p. m.
basement to dry.
Help was out. of the question, since this all happened
First United Methodist
during the Depression. Five of us lived on $50 a month, Church Women will meet at
which my grandfather borrowed on his life-insurance ten a.an. at the church with
policy.
executive board at nine a.'m.
I hope that makes some of your readers with bedwetter and coffee at 9:30 a. m.
problems realize that things could be worse.
I REMEMBER WELL
Dexter Senior Citizens will
DEAR REMEMBER: Which reminds me of that meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
oft-quoted bit of philosophy about the man who said he felt Dexter Center.
sorry for himself because he had no shoes until he•met a
man who had no feet. Yes, things can always be worse.
Ellis Center will be open
•
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? For a personal for activities
by senior citizens
reply, write to ABBY: Box, No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
with lesson On "Sprucing Up
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Your Home For Spring" by
Sharon Fields at 10:30 a. m.
sack lunch at noon, and acTuesday Is
tivities at one p. m.

Bargain Nite
At These Theatres

••
.••• •
••••.•

•
•
•
•
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•
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•
•
•

tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

1008 Chestnut

7:30
Only
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i010 Chestnut

7.30
Only

sen mel
THE GRADUATE

7:30
Only

ANNE BANCROFT

Ciff

51554_I'.
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Thru Wed.

THE STORY OF
ADEIE H. [PG)
PG

:21 South

Open 7:30
Start 8:00

Wed.1
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Ladies Day Golf will
▪ be held Jean Doxsee, low putts; third
at the Murray Country Club on flight, Marge Kipp, Aurelia
Tuesday, May 3
' Wednesday, May 4, at 9:30 Batts, tie, Pat McReynolds,
Murray High School Band a. in. Prizes will be awarded Vickie Baker, Mary Watson,
.Boosters Club will meet at in each flight after the first and Mickey Phillips, low
putts.
7:30 p.m. at thel)and room. nine holes of play.
Betty Lowry won medalist
Those who wish to play but
honors in the first ladies day of are not listed in the pairings
Wednesday, May 4
Nature's Palette Garden the season held on Wed- are invited to attend and be
Club will meet at the Ellis nesday, April 27. Other win- paired at the first tee. If
Community Center at 1:30 p. ners were as follows:
unable to play, persons are
•
m.
Championship flight - asked to call Betty Stewart,
Carol Hibbard, Frances golf hostess, at 753-5885.
Flint
Baptist
Church Hulse, tied low putts; first
Pairings are as follows:
Mission Groups will meet at flight, Sue Costello, Beverly
First Flight, No. 1 Tee:
7:30 p. in.
Spann, low putts; second
9:30 a.m. Into Orr, Cathryn
flight, Anna Mary Adams, Garrott, Faira Alexander, and
Lou Lamb.
9:40
a.m.
Elizabeth

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY,MAY 3, 1177
What _ kind of day will
cussions than you could possibly
tomorrow be? To find out what
imagine. Emphasize your
the stars say, read the forecast
steadfastness, practicality.
given for your birth Sign.
SCORPIO
ARLES
evsr-a?
10et. 24 to Nov. 22) -nletV'
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Face up to opposition but do
Get facts and figures straight
not let it incite you to useless
before attempting new unargument or irritability - with
dertakings. Don't stretch your
little accomplished con- •
budget too far, but do not
structively.
hesitate to spend a bit in a truly
SAGITTARIUS •
.0440
sound venture.
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
TAURUS
Handling your own or others'
Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:11
affairs may bring new or inEven small opportunities can
creased problems. Be ready for
lead to worthwhile ad- changes. Don't make unvancement, so don't by-pass necessary ones yourself, but do
ANY avenue toward further accept others which seem
progress.
desirable.
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
1Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Xf
May 22 to June 21)
Your ambitions in high gear
Some unexpected situations
now -even more so than usual.
possible, so be alert. Take time
to think over all the angles: But harness your energies and
then, in your usual competent direct them only into wormanner, set out to correct thwhile channels.
AQUARIUS
what's undesirable.
Jan11 to Feb. 19)
CANCER
Accent is on your love life. If
June 22 to July 23)
A elever beginning will cover single, the time has come to
half your distance. Follow up make up your mind about a
pending projects with in- current romance.
tensified steps and, all along the PISCES
A Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
way, pinpoint your next moves
Certain misleading influences
.6
LEO
call .for special astuteness. Be
July 24 to Aug. 23)
on-thealert for persona
argThis should be a stimulating il:Vett:able or impracticawho
l-and
day, but there are two ad- avoid.
monitions: Don't take on 'tore
YOU BORN TODAY have
than is realsonable arid. don't
scatter energies - both -ten- been endowed -with a gill of
leadership not usually found in
dencies now.
the Taurean who, generally
VIRGO
speaking, no matter how
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) riP1CI talented, finds greater success
Slow down to gather forces when working with others. You
more compactly, to conduct also have a better head for
activities more adroitly. Don't business and finances than most
deviate from a pre-planned born under Your Sign and could
schedule for no good reason
make a great success in the
LIBRA
world of commerce. However,
for the sake of your own hap(Sep. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Be alert now. A thoughtless piness, you SHOULD take up
move could have more reper- one of the arts as an avocation,
at least.

t

Slusmeyer, Beverly Spann, and Aurelia Batts.
Alice Purdom, and Bettye
Second Flight, No. 4:Tee:Hunter.
9:30 a.m. Lou Doran, Jean
9:50 a.m. Edith Garrison, Doxee, Rowena Cullom,
anti
Dorothy Fike, and Etildene Chris Graham.
Rabinson.
9:40 a.m. Urbena Koenen,
Championship Flight, No. 1 Pat
McReynolds, Billy
Tee:
Cohoun, and Nancy Fandrich.
10:00'a.m. Venela Sexton,
9:50 a.m. Ruth Wilson,
Frances Hulse, Evelyn Jones, Juliet Wallis, and Rebecca
-and Margaret Shuffett.
Irvan.
10:10 a.m. Betty Jo Purdom,
Third Flight, No. 7 Tee:
Jerlene Sullivan, Carol
9:30 a.m. Mickey Phillips,
Hibbard, and Phyllis Kain.
Mary Watson, Marge Kipp
10:20 a.m. Euvie Mitchell, and Kitty Freeman.
Toni Hopson, and Betty
9:40 a.m. Carla Rearoat,
Stewart.
Vickie Baker, Lorraine
10:30 a.m. Betty Lowry, Sue Maggard, and
Thelma
Costello, Canna Mary Adams, Eckerdt.

STYLISH STOUTS...
Do you have a problem finding a proper fit? Shop
Irene's Department for stylish stouts.

n49jr-

Your Ears Pierced FREE

—

With a purchose of piercing eorrings
$799
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Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club,
have a
salad smorgasbord at 6:30 p.
in. with Dr. Donald Hughes as
speaker.

First Baptist Church WMU
will meet at nine a. in. at the
church.
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Murray Assembly No. 19.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the new lodge hall
on Mayfield Road at seven p.
m.

Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p. m. at the club house
with the program by Lanette
Thurman.

DERE AVM
FOREVER MA GUARDIAN
AT TiE GATE FROFA NEU

Thru Wed.

**-*.

Carter Elementary School
musical program with all
students participating will be
at Lovett Auditorium, MSU,at
seven p. m.

11411h111

.entral It

*

Shuffleboard will be played
by the senior citizens at 6:30 p.
m. at the Ellis Center.--

CAPP I Closij C.41411

Myra Wed.

• 44*

Lrdies Day'Golf Wilt Be At Murray Club

Monday, MO 2
Douglas Civic Improvement
Club will meet at the North
Second Street Community
Center at seven p.m.

Thru Thur.

4

Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong at
Perkins Pancake House and
Dorothy with Mrs. Hillard
Rogers for a potluck luncheon,
both at ten a. in., and Bea
Walker Group with Mrs. Evon
Kelley at 7:30 p. m.

Oaks if omen To
Openi Golf Play
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will begin their
regular tadies golf play for the
season on Wednesday, May 4,
with Mary Bogard as the
chairman for the day.
Pairings will be made at the
No. 1 tee On Wednesday
morning.
This year's tee off chairman
is Freda Steely.

Samlone
rme,

tan ever

Mothproofing
Free!!

BOONE'S
Laundry & Cleaners
"The Cleaners Interested In You"
Available At All Boone's
4 Convenient Locations
13th IL Main
6th & Poplar

SIZES 30 To 44
•Slacks•Skirts• Gauchos•Jeans
BY ALL MEANS
GO TO
gmon

N. nth
605 Mein

14
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ABOVE STYLES AND PATTERNS SIMILAR
TO
OUR PATTERNS AND STYLES RI-STOCK'
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When you purchase
one of McDonald's®
breakfast *entrees, you
will receive a "Good News"T.
Gillette Razor,
absolutely free!
Breakfast at
McDonald's — you'll love it.
And, you'll love
the "Good News",
too!

Breakfast Hours
6-10:30 a.m. Monday thru Saturday
7-11 am.Sunday

'This offer applies to the purchase
of any Of the following breakfasts:
Egg McMuffine. Hotcakes and sausage.
or Scrambled eggs and sausage.
Offer good May 2 to May 29. 1977.
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Anyone For Fewer
Job Opportunities?
when I was promoted.
POLLSTER : Let me ask you another
question. George Meany of the AFLCIO says the increase would help poor
people. What do you think'?
POLLEE: You mean unemployed
people? POLLSTER: Well, poor people.
POLLEE: I don't see how this could
help people who don't have jobs. I think
we should help them. Shouldn't we do
something to help people get jobs?
This poll interview was, of course,
imaginary but reflects the views, in
part of the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States, which represents
thousands of small business employers.
Based on economic studies by its
economists, the Chamber believes that
excessive and automatic increases in
minimum wages mandated by law
would:
— Reduce job opportunities for some
2 million Americans, primarily
teenagers and minority workers.
Employers would shun them and rely
more on higher-paid, skilled workers.
— Raise consumer prices for goods
and services, since the rippling effect of
raising wages at the bottom would be to
raise them across the entire pay
structure.
— Disrupt the economy
by
eliminating job prospects for marginal
workers anti helping build up inflationary fires.
The nation's resources would be
better spent creating jobs, not reducing
them, and by providing training,
education aad greater opportunities for
the young and unskilled to obtain jobs
rather than keep them chained to the
bottom run of the pay ladder for lack of
training or skills.
You may want to think about this. A
pollster might'stopyou on the street to
ask you about it. Or you might like to let
your representatives in Congress know
how you feel.

LIEARTE1N
11P

HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The .
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I have just had
surgery for cataracts and I have to
have corrective lenses. I know that
Medicare will pay for frame glasses,
but will they also pay for contact lenses? J. C.
ANSWER: Contact lenses are also
covered under Medicare after cataract
surgery, but Medicare will only cover
either contact lenses or glasses, not
both of them.
For all people on the Medicare
program, Heartline has developed
•Ileartline's Guide to Medicare." This
book has been written in easy-tounderstand, question-and-answer style.
It gives a complete listing of covered
services, problem areas of Medicare,
how to figure reasonable charges, and a
sample Medicare claim form with
instruction on filling it out.
To order send $1.50 to: "Heartline's
Guide to Medicare," 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
This book has a money-back
guarantee. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
- HEARTLINE„: My husband and I
both take expensive medications on a
regular basis. These take quite a bit out
of our budget since Medicare does not
pay for prescription drugs. Do you have
any ideas or advice for receiving our
drugs at a cheapter price? S. T.
ANSWER: This is a problem that
many of America's older citizens are
Lining today. The cost of prescription
drugs seems to vary quite a bit even in
the same areas. One solution to this
problem is purchasing drugs by mail at
a discount price.
For •Heartline's free information'on
this problem, send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to:
"Heartline Drug Plan," 114 E. Dayton
St.. West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: A person I know was
recently:sent to jail for a serious offense
and is still receiving a Social Security
benefit. Is this possible? L. B. S.
ANSWER: Yes. There is no
restriction -against a person becoming
entitled to or receiving Social Security
benefits merely as a result of being
incarcerated. However, someone who
is convicted of the intentional and

felOnious homicide of a person cannot
become entitled to receive any Social
Sectirity benefit based on the earnings
of that person, whether the felon is or is
not in jail.
Further, the felon is considered nonexistent in determining the entitlement
or benefit amounts of others. An offense
against the national security of the
United Sthtes may also affect either
entitlement to or the amount of a
person's Social Security benefits.

10 Years Ago
High winds struck west of Hazel
yesterday afternoon ''causing some
property damage, but no injuries were
reported.
The Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America won first place in overall
points at the Agriculture Club Field'
Day held at Murray State College.
Ted Howard has joined the personnel
of the Extension Service of Calloway
County. He is area dairy specialist.
An open house will be held at the
Murray Art Guild, located on the
second floor in the building occupied by
Douglas Hardware at Fourth and Main
Streets, in May 7.
New officers of the Murray High
School Student Council are Ada Sue
Hutson, Kathy Rowlett, Beverly
Herndon,and Cathy Converse.

20 Years Ago
Charlie Marr has been named as
Chief of Police by the 'Murray City
Council' to replace Chief Novel
McReynolds who died April 25 from
gunshot wounds suffered in a gun battle
at City Hall on April 24.
Deaths reported include Larry
Foster, age four days.
Mrs. Lectra Andrus announces the
and
approaching
engagement
marriage of her daughter, Alta Faye,to
Donald C. Simmons, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Howard Simmons of Mobile,
Ala.
Births reported include a boy, Carl
Glen, to Mr. and Mrs. John Gardner
Cossey on April 20.
The Calloway County Association of
Childhood Education held a luncheon at
the Kentucky Lake cottage of the
president, Eula Mae Doheriy, on April
27. New officers elected were Vanda
Gibson, Thyra Crawford, Louise
Outland,and Lourelle Forrest.
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The Editor's
Notebook

Opinions expressed in this column'are those of the writer and do not
reflect the editorial views of The Murra) Ledger & Tunes.
headers who would like to exprev their opinion on the .ssu, 4..eussed in this
riutirti are encouraged to responll with a 1.ettei To The Editor

necehsard

From the L.S. Chamber
of Commerce
If a pollster stopped you on the street
and asked if you favored an increase in
the federal minimum wage, your
reaction, if typical of Americans
stopped on the street by pollsters,
might well be: "Well, this is the first
time a pollster ever polled me."
From the point the interview might
progress in this manner:
POLLSTER: Ittepeatingf Would you
favor an increase in the minimum
wage?
POLLEE: Well, I don't know. I
haven't seen much about it in the
papers.
POLISTER: It's being proposed in
Congress.
POLLEE: What is the minimum
now?
POLISTER: $2.30 an hour.
POLLEE: How much do they want to
raise it?
POLLSTER: To a little over $3 an
hour by Jan. 1.
POLLEE: Rai'.e it 70 cents an hour?
That's about 30 per cent. Right?.
POLLSTER: Right.
POLLEE: When was the last time it
was raised?
POLLSTER: 1974
POLLEE: You want my answer
now?
. POLLSTER: It's a two-part question.
Let me ask you the other part_ Would
you favor making future increases in
the minimum wage an annual event? In
other words, making it the law that
every time wages went Up in indiistry,.
the minimum went up tho, as a percentage of the average in industry.
Something like a cost-of-living clause.
POLLEE: I don't have a guarantee twill get a east-of-living raise every
year.
POLLSTER: Yes.
POLLEE: And I don't remember
getting a 30 per cent raise. Not even

hi

By GENE McCUTCHEON

Murray Ledger & Times Editor
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Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
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Executive Vice Presider.:

United States Industrial Council

We ran across something the other
day that the FDA should probably ban
immediately. . . at least that's the
impression we got from reading the list
of ingredients.
If we can ban poor little sacharrin,
what do Ion think about the following
product, whose ingredients list reads:
0+0
"Ingredients: Water (okay, so far,
but keep reading), dioctyl adipate,
glyceryl stearate, mineral oil,
isopropyl myristate, propylene glycol,
talc, octyl palmitate, glycerin, oleic
acid, stearic acid, stearyl alcohol,
lanolin alcohol (that's just about half
the list, let's continue).
"octyl dimethyl PAZ& PEG46
hydrosystereate, ceteareth-20, tri
ethanolamine, magnesium aluminum
silicate, methylparaben, paraffin,
fragrance,
butylparaben,
propylpara ben, simethicone, mica,
titanium dioxide, iron oxides and
ultramarine blue."
0+0
If somebody put a match to that
mixture it would probably wipe the
town off the map. That was our first
impression,anyway.
But then we flipped the package over,
and te.our surbrise, discovered that our
wife subjects herself to this chemical
concoction every day, just for our
benefit.
It turned out that the package contained nothing More than common
household variety cream makeup for
the face.
0+0

We birthdayed over the weekend as
our oldest reached the five-year-old
plateau. A few of his pre-school
classmates and neighborhood friends
came by for a little party and we were
amazed These kids seem a lot sharper
at age five than we remembered being
at that age.
0+0
Do you know what the nicest thing an
adult can give a child is? A little attention — it's what they crave more
than anything else.
Experts say a great many adolescent
problems are really a result of lack of
attention — even vandalism, drugs and
doing poorly in school to "get even."
And isn't it equally true of adults? All
of us yearn for the warm, accepting
awareness of someone else. When we
don't get it, we substitute overeating,
gossiping, drinking or the scramble for
money and power.
Give your attention to someone today
— it's the most wonderful,healing thing
you can give anyone. _
0+0
Many people are wiser than others.
They have discovered that life is a
series of stumbles, that when they fall
on their faces it is because they
probably tripped over their own big
feet.
0+0
The bashful young man was trying to
think of a way to propose. Finally, the
words came:
"Jenny," he stammered,"how would.
you like to be buried with my folks?"

Some Democrats Do
Not Like Endorsement

HARRIGAN
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUE
"should be given or withheld to enConcern for "human rights" in the
courage sound external policies, but not
world is fine, up to a point. Unforeach other about the endorsement, and
By SY RAMSEY,
tunately, the United States is in danger to reform, domestic institutions .or
Huddleston added it was a pleasant
practices, however obnoxious."
Associated Press Writer
of passing that point. America's
surprise.
To do otherwise is to engage in an
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Some
security interests and the cause of
Asked flatly if he would appoint
endless crusade. The world is full of
Democrats are decidedly unpeace and freedom may suffer. McBrayer as chairman, the senator
countries whose internal policies don't comfortable with the endorsement of
In recent months, the United States
replies:
meet with the approval of one or Sen. Walter (Dee) Huddleston for
has taken to writing report cards on
Maybe it's not a good idea to have a
another group of Americans. The another six-year term by the party's
as well as adfriends and neighbors
..
chairman who might be
to
nudge
councampaign
try
can
States
committee.
United
central
executive
versaries.
a gubernatorial candidate at some
tries in the direction of more humane
Not because they oppose Kentucky's
Longtime allies in Latin America,for
time."
treatment of individuals, but it can't senior senator in his bid for re-election
example, are angered at the assumThe governor said he did not
compel sovereign states to abandon or next year, but because of the precedent
ption of moral superiority in North
recommend the committee's endrastically alter their social systems. set.
America. They aren't the only people
dorsement of Huddleston, but did call
At least it can't do so without going to
The party's governing body never has
who are annoyed. European - led
for discouraging any other statewide
war. And the American people display endorsed a statewide candidate in a
governments in Southern Africa, with
political activity until after-the Senate
no desire to wage a war Id reform the primary to any Observer's knowledge:
long-established parliamentary
race.
world.
But the sanction went to Huddleston
systems, are the favorite targets of
As for whether a bad precedent has
The United States will achieve more without fanfare last March at a regular
global reformers in the United States.
been set, Carroll said:
and encounter less difficulty if it committee meeting.
They insist on "majority rule," though
"I see no objection to the committee
adheres to what Dr. Lefever refers to as
On the surface the endorsement
the practical result of installing new
avoiding a primary conflict (in nonthe "centrality of the national interest appears to make little sense, and so the
government would be the installation of
state races I- should they so desire by
as the enduring guide to foreign policy cynics are trying to fathom any ulterior
one-party, totalitarian regimes such as
decisions." Officers of state in America motivai.
expressin their collective judgnient."
exist in most Central and West African
The governor apparently is difare chosen not to preach sermons to the
Huddleston, a former broadcast
countries.
world but to safeguard the lives, executive from Elizabethtown, seeins
ferentiating a U.S. Senate contest from
The highly publicized White House
liberties, and fortunes of the American quite popular and' an overwhelming
elections involving offices at the state
posture on "human rights" in the Soviet
people.
Capitol.
favorite in the primary next May.
Union, while well-received by the
One state officeholder unhappy with
It is possible his backers were trying
American people, may have been a
the situation is auditor George Atkins,
to pre-empt or scare away any serious
major factor in the collapse of the
opposition.
who has gubernatorial ambitions,and
Moscow talks which were aimed at
And with great power gave the
But as one committee member, who
has been critical of the state
control of strategic nuclear ar- apostles witness of the resurrection
asked anonymity,commented:
administration.
maments. In other words, the Carter of the Lord Jesus: and great grace
"Anybody foolish' enough to run
Atkins, while praising Huddleston,
administration may have been im- was upon them all. Acts 4:33.
against Huddleston would not be
believes a _bad precedent has been
prudent.
The grace of 'God is always evideterred by the committee's enestablished and that in the process the
Prof. Ernest Lefever, professor of dent in abundance when the Lord
dorsement."
principle of political participation by
international politics at Georgetown lesus is central in the preached
doubters
and
The
state
the people has been shelved.
University's Kennedy Institute, message.
administration opponents are going on
The committee)is now in a position
recently had some sensible things to
the theory that the arrangement is
of approving or rejecting any and all
say about imposing a "human rights"
designed to benefit Terry McBrayer,
candidates for statewide office," Atkins
standard in international relations.
Miirray Ledger & Times
the current choice of Gov. Julian -said.
Dr. Lefever noted that the American
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
Carroll to succeed him in 1979.
What it has done, he said, is "opened
people want their government to uphold
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, ChristAs they see the plot: Carroll
itself for dissension that could
the cause of freedom. It is in character
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, inc., 103 N. 4th St, Murray,
eliminates potenkal opponents, of
ultimately tear the party apart."
for the United States, he said, to "hold
Ky.,42071.
Huddleston and the senator obliges by
If there is substance to the rumor
high the torch of human dignity." But
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky
42071.
naming McBrayer, now state comabout a deal, Atkins added,"it is made
he urged that advocates of the "human
SUBSCRIPTION RATES, In areas served by
merce commissioner, as his campaign
even more unthinkable when you
rights standard" recognize the legal
carriers, $2.50 per month, payable in advance.
By mail in Calloway County add to Benton, Harmanager with the accompanying
consider that the people are not only
and practical limits of foreign policy.
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington,Ky.,and
political benefits for McBrayer.
demanding
Prof. Lefever commented:
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn.,117.50 per
openness and
acyear. By mail to other destinations, $3210 per
Both Carroll and'Huddleston deny
countability,
"The advocacy of human rights in
but they also will not be
year.
emphatically this hypothesis has any
dictated to by political bosses.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
other states, -supported by policies of
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
basis inifact.
"They 'do not want their leaders
denial or pimishment, leads to a kind of
Association_
Both said they did not ' confer with
anointed—they wankto elect them."
reform intervention that we rightly
detest when others do it. We have no
moral mandate to remake the world in
our own image. It is arrogant to attempt to reform the domestic
behaviour of our allies or our adversaries."
The American people detest the
Soviet system. They recognize the
armed ideology of communism as a
threat to human dignity. But it isn't
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D
within the capability of the U.S.
F.J.L Blasingame, M.D.
government to institute a republican
Q: Mrs. G.M. writes that she
A: According to government
want to call your physician
style of government in the Soviet Union.
is concerned about the dentist
statistics divorced or sepaModern dental X-ray equipabout your general treatment
The concern of the American people
taking repeated X-rays of cerrated persons are decidedly
and probably can reassure you _
tain of her teeth. She fears ment is designed to limit the Xshould be with the threat the Soviet
more likely to smoke than are
when your case has been
overexposure. She has been rays to the samllest dosage that
Union poses to the freedom of the
those who are married and livreviewed. It is entirely apgoing to him for a long time, is required. The X-ray beam is
United-States and its allies. The U.S.
ing with their spouses.
propriate for you to question
and he X-rays her back teeth carefully directed, and, forgovernment should concentrate on
Approximately one in three
the need, and your dentist will
about once a year. She has had tunately, the amount is
married persons who live
deterring Soviet aggressttin and on
be glad to talk over this matter
rather extensive X-ray therapy minimal, Sensitive films are in
together are smokers Among
with youand wants to use. Competent .technicians
maintaining the balance of power in
for another
the divorced or separated.
know how to handle this situa- avoid extra exposures to get
ways favorable to the alliance of free
Tobacco Smoking and
three in five men and one in
accurate information.
tion.
nations. In other words, the United
Divorce
two women smoke.
It is unclear.from your letter
often are necesX-rays
A:
States should be chiefly concerned with
The addiction to the nicotine
Q: Mr. M.Ft. wants to know if
ary in ai ming at an accurate how much X-ray therapy you
influencing the external policies of the
in tobacco may mirror and be
it is all bunk that divorced perdental diagnosis so that you have had for your other Moms
USSR.
related to the nervous tensions
sons are more likely t'can be given the best possible Why not discuss your anxiety
among those who are sepatobacco smokers than are marThis is Prof. Lefever's central point.
care. but they should not be with your dentist" He may
rated or divorced...
ried couples who live together
used unless it is essential to do
"Economic and military aid," he said,

Bible Thought

Let's Stay Well

Fears Too Many Dental X-Rays
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ALL IN THE FAMILY - Alfred Agee(woad from left) woe the Oetstanding Field (seats Performer Award and the Outstanding Track Everts Performer Award. In addition, his father, Ebert
Agee, won the awards that go to the coach of the winning athlete. Mr. Agee was adios track
coach for Valley Nigh Saturday. From left to right are MSU coach Bill C,ornell, Alfred Agee,
Juanita Agee, Elbert Agee, Linda Agee and Racer assistant coach Lenny Denham.
(Staff Motu by Wks IlismissI

Dodgers' Success Shows Nice
Guys Don't Really Finish Last
By WILL GRIMSLEY
superiors, owner George the $50s and $100s."
AP Special Correspondent
Steinbrenner and President
This should be a very
NEW YORK (AP) - Gabe Paul, by criticizing the
Monday's hash - leftovers team's trades, the latest explosive tennis season with
from a busy weekend:
sending pitcher Dock Ellis to two of the game's most
notorious villains, Jimmy
The
Dodgers'
quiet the Oakland A's.
Connors and Ilie Nastase,
getaway, which threatens to
clinch the National League Recalling that Billy the Kid battling it out for No. 1 honors
West by July 4, warms the adopted a similarly defiant and the black hat that goes to
stance at Minnesota, Detroit the nastiest court actor.
cockles of every baseball
and Texas, where he
Once bosom buddies, their
sentimentalist who decries the
Leo Durocher adage that conquered and got the axe, a rivalry now is at dagger point.
pundit commented:
Jimmy drew first blood in
“good guys finish last."
"Billy has a `Mission the $250,000 winner-take-all
At 49, ebullient Tom
Lasorda, successor to Walter Impossible' complex. He "heavyweight championship"
takes a team in the doldrums, match in Puerto Rico March 5
ALston as Los Angeles skipper,
leads it to high ground and after reminding Ilie of an
is the perennial kid in the
immediately self-destructs." early morning earthquake
vacant lot. He sleeps with a
that left much of Nastase's
glove under his pillow. He
wakes up every morning with Octogenarian Jack Dem- native Bucharest in ruins.
Nastase rebounded to
psey, the old heavyweight
stars in his eyes.
In his first year as a major boxing king, discussing ring capture the WCT Challenge
league skipper after.27 years skulduggery in his own time, Cup final 10 Las Vegas April 10
in the Dodger organization as said his manager, Doc in a match so loaded with
player, scout, minor league Kearns, was one of the slickest profane "vituperatives the TV
cameras had to turn off the
manager and coach, he seems of the wheelers and dealers.
to have burrowed some bottles "We never got paid by check sound.
of sunshine from the Chicago in those days," he recalled. "Jimmy is an intimidator,"
Cub Hall-of-Famer, Ernie "The promoter brought the said Bill Riordan, Nastase
gate receipts in
and adviser and once manager of
Banks.
"Cut my wrist," Lasorda distributed them. Kearns Connors. "Only way you can
says, "and I bleed Dodger would take our share and beat an intimidator is to individe it into two stacks, one timidate him. After the third
blue."
game, llie grabbed Jimmy by
for me and one for him.
Fiery, fiestY Billy Martin, -Look, Jack,' he would say, the collar and told him he was
manager of the New York 'See, I'm giving you the bigger going to bust his nose. It
to stack.' It wasn't until my wife, worked."
Yankees, continues
Next: WCT Finals at Dallas
adversary Estellt Taylbr, noticed it that
an
promote
May
10-15. Then Wimbledon
I
found
out
mine
was
a
staciof
will)
his
relationship
$1, $5 and $10 bills. His had all and the Open.

Flyers Eliminated By
Bruins In Four Games
THIS IS A

94-rone94076
TOWN!
Ut muskins pa.
Mrs. Kathryn Oviiami
Phase 7S3-30”

Ile INA Immo Emil•11. MeV'

four-game semifinal series
By DAVE O'HARA
sweep..
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (Al') - Their The veteran netminder
victory over the Philadelphia stopped 21 shots Sunday night
Flyers was reflected in the and got strong support from
faces of the Boston Bruins. his defense, along with two
Almost every one of them was goals by left wing Don Marsaying "Cheese," and that cotte and one by veteran
wasn't for the photographers. center Jean Ratelle.
It Was a tribute to Gerry He showed his hastery early
in the second period, stopping
Cheevers.
Cheevers, the roly-poly a dead-on shot and rebound
netminder
they
call attempt by Ross Losberry, a
"Cheesey,"
was
"un- chop by Don Salesid, gloved a
believable. Just tremendous," backhander by Orest Kinaccording to his Coach Don drachuk and came out to
Cherry, who must admit just a challenge Bill Barber successfully.
touch of partiality.
But the Philadelphians were While lie held off the
saying the same thing Sunday desperai% Flyers attack,
night after Cheevers had Ratelle swatted his own
past
Wayne
recorded the seventh playoff rebound
shutout of his National Hockey Stephenson at 10:45 of the
League career and had beaten middle period for the only goal
the Flyers 3-0 to complete a Boston needed.
That was most in evidence
in the first period, when the
Bruins strafed Stephenson
with 18 shots. The puck continually was in the Flyers'
end, and it took an equally
superlative performance by
the Philadelphia netminder to
keep the score as- close as it
was.
GOOD TUES WED THOR
MAY 3 4 5

MEN'S & LADIES

JUMP SUITS 175
2
99
2 PIECE
MEN'S & LADIES

SUITS

NO LIMIT

EXPERTLY DRY CLEANED

LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO
PERFECTION
GOOD ALL WEEK
STORAGE!YOU
FREE SUMMER

PAY

OPLY OUR

•41

Houston
Open, Ends Dry Spell
iittief‘ WIN

"The Flyers never quit,"
said Cherry. "I still don't
know how we beat them four
straight."
Some say that it was
Cheevers' goaltending, strong
forechecking and defensive
play, and the near-perfect
execution by a team that
combines the steadiness of its
veterans with the surprising
poise of its youngsters. The
first two victories came in
overtime; the first three by
one-goal margins.
Thus to an end comes
Philadelphia's string of three
straight visits to the Stanley
Cup finals. They won in 1974from tioston-and 1975 before
bowing in a similar four
games to the Montreal
Canadiens last year.
Now, it appears, the Bruins
will have to handle the
Canadiens.

By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
HOUSTON (AP) - Gene
Littler leaned back with a
contented sigh.
"It's great feeling," he said.
"When you haven't won in two
years, and things are going
bad, it's almost like winning
that first one all over again.
"At this stage, if you go two
years without winning and
you're not playing too good,
you start to wondering if
you're ever going to win
again."
Littler, at 46, answered the
questions that had been
bothering him and reversed
the youth movement that has
dominated the pro golf tour
this year with a relativelyeasy, front-running, threestroke victory in the Houston
Open Sunday. He led by
margins that ranged from
four to seven strokes most of
the gray,cloudy day.
The slightly-built Littler
acquired the 29th victory of a
career that stretches back to
the early '50s with a conservative,final-round 74 and a
276 total, 12 under par on the
wet and heavy Woodlands
Country Club course.
It ended a two-year victory
drought for the _courageous
veteran who, in the early
1970s, conquered cancer and
returned to winning golf after
rebuilding his picture swing
despite an operation that
damaged muscles on his left
side.
"I love the guy," said little
Chi Chi Rodriguez, who lost a

Major League
Standings

fight for second place - the
only egtithere was in the face
of Littler's huge lead. "He
made the n11151.-suinaseing
comeback in the history of
golf. God bless him. I just hope
he keeps on winning."
Littler started the day with
a five-stroke lead and no one
challenged. The final margin,
three strokes, was as close as
anyone came. And it was
never in doubt. He led by
seven at the turn and by five
with three holes toplay.
Second eluded Rodriguez
when he three-putted for
bogey on the final hole and
Lanny Wadkins holed two
birdie putts in the 10-12 foot
range on the last three.
Wadkins finished with second
alone at 70-279, and Chi Chi
was third with 71-280. Rookie
Bill Kratzert, who matched
par 72, and Andy North, who
bogeyed the last two for 72,
tied for fourth at 281.

Cage Playoffs
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
National Basketball Association
Quarter-finals
Best-of-Seven
Sunday's Results
Philadelphia 83, Boston 77,
Philadelphia wins series 4-3.
Houston 108, Washington 103,
Houston wins series 4-2.
Golden State 115, Los Angeles
106, series tied 3-3.
Denver 114, Portland 105, 9T,
Portland leads series 3-2.
Monday's Games
Denver at Portland
, Wednesday's Games
Portland at Denver, if necesGolden State at Los Angeles

Wray Ledger & Times
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Middle School Track
Teams Place In Meet
The Murray Middle School in the long jump, Eddie second place for Murray was
track teams have reached an Requarth with a 14.3 in the 100- the 880-medley relay team.
yard low hurdles and Frye Tammy Campbell,Star Jones,
dill-time plateau.
The Tiger girls amsassed 60 with a 6.3 in the 50-yard dash. Melinda Johnson and Harriet
The Tiger girls competed Hood combined legs to finish
one-third points and finished
against
ninth graders as well in 2:03.
second while the Tiger boys
Third places came from
had 31'1 points and finished as seventh and eighth graders
third Saturday in the Paducah and still managed to place freshman Judy Outland with a
second in the meet and win six 28-0 in the shot put, Tonya
Junior High Invitational.
Alexander with a 4-2 M the
Brazelton won the boys' events.
high
jump, Yvette Brandon
Sixth-grader
Charlotte
competition with 45 points
while Jetton was second with Shroat was clocked in 13.1 in tied for third with a 13.5 in the
12 and Murray Middle third winning the seventh grade 100- seventh grade 100-yard dash,
and Claudia Billington was
with 311'2. Other scores in- yard dash.
The seventh grade 440-relay third in the 800-yard run with a
cluded Metropolis 28, Benton
14, North Marshall10, Ballard team composed of Stacy 2:43.
Tonya Alexander had the
3tz, Paris 2 and South Mar- Mobley, Yvette Brandon,
only
fourth in the meet for the
Lynette
Thompson
and
shall 0.
In the girls' meet, Jetton Harriet Hood won first in 56.9. Tigers with a 26-8 in the shot
The eighth and ninth 440- put.
won with 66 one-sixth points
Fifth places came from
relay
team for Murray won in
while Murray Middle was
second with 60 one-third. 56.0 with Star Jones, Tonya Outland with a 72-0 in the
Other scores included North Alexander, Christine Spann discus, Melinda Johnson with
Marshall 49, Brazelton 28, and Tammy Campbell all an 11.2 in the 60-yard low
hurdles, Claudia Billington
Grove 17 one-third, Metropolis running legs.
In the 220-yard dash, with a 70.9 in the 440-yard dash
11 one-third, Benton 10, South
Marshall 3 and Ballard 2 five- Tammy Campbell placed first and Lynette Thompson with a
in 28.5 while Shroat was 7.1 in the seventh grade 50sixths.
yard dash.
The Tiger boys had two first second in 28.8.
Murray Middle will be at
Another
sixth
grader,
places in the meet. Lee Cottrell won the 440-yard dash in Monica Nance, won the 50- EastThursdayfor a dual meet.
On May 23, the Middle
61.1 while Robin Roberts won yard dash for seventh
School
Tigers will host the
the high jump in 4-10. The only graders. Nance was clocked in
County All-Stars at Murray
second place for Murray came 6.65.
The other first place for the High.
in the high jump where Greg
Schanbacher also cleared 4-10. Tiger girls came in the 880GENERAL
Third places were a 108-6 in relay where Nance, Melinda
CAPE GIRARDEAU,Mo.the discus by Jeff Chadwick, a Johnson, Kim Tharpe and
16-1 in the long jump by. Eddie Shroat combined' legs for a Elam Yangilder, a pitcher for
the St., Lotus Browns arta the
Requarth and a 52-4 by the 440- first-place finish ell:58.5.
Besides Shroat in the 220- Detroit Tigers, died. He was
relay team composed of
Cottrell, Requarth, Walter -yard dash, the only other 81.
Payne and Al Ball.
Fourth places came from
Pious. Vote For
Gus Moore with a 2:28.5 in the
ELBERT
"SALTY"
THOMASON
880-yard run while the 880Fot
relay team of Cottrell,
Councilmen-Ward B
Schanbacher, Ball and Payne
SatHect to Democrat Primary
was fourth in 1:48.
May 24, 11177
Your Support And tnituance Will
Fifth places came from
Be greatly appreciated'
Roberts with a 102-5 in the
Pt:dem-al d pd lor by
discus, John Frye with a 15-3

Semifinals
Best-of-Seven
Thursday's Game
Houston at Philadelphia, first
By The Associated Press
-guile
of
series'
- American League
Sunday, May 8
East
Houston
at Philadelphia
W T Pct. GB
Wednesday, May 11
Milwkee
12 7 .632 Philadelphia at Houston
N York
12 9 .571 1
Friday, May 13
Balt
10 3 .556 PI
Philadelphia at Houston
Boston
10 9 .526 2
Sunday. May 15
Toronto
10 12 .455 34
Houston at Philadelphia, if
Detroit
8 13 .3111 5
7 12 .368 5 ,necessary
Cleve
necessary
West
Tuesday, May 17
Minn
14 9 .809 Philadelphia at Houston, if
K.C.
12 8 .600
Chicago
11 8 .579 1
necessary
Thursday, May 19
Oakland
12 10 .545 PI
Houston at Philadelphia, if
Texas
10 9 .526 2
Calif
9 1
necessary
.391 5
Seattle
8 17 .320 7
Saturday's Result'
New York 7,Seattle 2
CHICKEN
Boston 8, Oakland 4
Texas 14, Chicago 4
TV
WHOLE SPECIAL
Minnesota 7, Detroit 3
Cleveland 1, Milwaukee 0, 12
FRYERS
timings
BalUrnore 4, California 3, 10
VA,
Innings
Toronto 2, Kansas City 1
Sunday's Results
LIMIT GREAT FOR GRILLING
Baltimore 3, California 2, 10
LB.3
OR FPYING
Innings
THREE
New York 5, Seattle 2
Boston 6, Oakland 4
CHICKEN
SLICED
T/dERS
Minnesota 6, Detroit 5
,
THIGHS Olt
INTO 040P
(50 I ASW"
Chicago 12, Texas 4
Milwaukee 7-5, Cleveland 3-8
RAG BOLOGNA
DRUMSTICKS
/4 PORK LOIN
Kansas City 8, Toronto 2
MN,'
494
Monday's Games
Milwaukee (Haas 0-1) at Toronto (Hargan 1-1), (n)
EXTIPLEVI
SUCED
Oakland (Langford 2-0) at
EMMY PAK•Ctir VP MIXED 146
HAM I" GROUND CHUCK
u $109
45, os(AltCOUNTRY
Baltimore (May 2-2), (n)
FRYING CHICKEN
4
KAYEI•PORK
FIELD S.FULLY COOKED
Chicago (Barrios 2-1) at KanCHICKEN
SAUSAGE
sas City (Leonard 1-1), (n)
sloe
u 39 BONELESS
PICNICS
Only games scheduled
89C LINKS
BREAST.
Tuesday's Games
VAN CAMP'S
MUSSEL MAN'S
GREFIL GIANT
Milwaukee at Toronto, (nI
ST A RA IST
CHILI WEENIE
Seattle at Boston, (n)
OK
APPLESAUCE
Texas at Detroit, (n)
BEANEE WEENIE
1014
California at New York, is
303 CAS
Chicago at Kansas City, (n
Only games scheduled
BO:
(4
Cali
For
F.,
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
S Louis
13 7 .650 Atauil
IA 0/ 0A)
Pitts
11 7 .611 1
Montreal
9 8 .529 2'7
TOMATOES
N York
TOMATO JUICE
9 9 .500 3
Chicago
8 9 .471 3L.i
c"..'
Phila
8 9 .471
West
Los Mg
17 4 .810
Cinci
9 11 .450 71
/
2
Al -TOMAH(
Houston
9 12 .429 8
1145E1
1 5HW A511EP
S Fran
8 12 .400
Atlanta
8 13 .381 9
kid
S Diego
8 16 .333 10"
Saturday's Results
IS
• Pittsburgh 10, Houston 0
-1149
Philadelphia 6, San Francis,
4 •
_
Cincinnati 8, Chicago 0
St. Louis 5, Atlanta 4
Ca 12 PACK
Los Angeles 6, Montreal 4
I t tosti
HAMBURGER BUNS
New York 4, San Diego 1
Sunday's Results
Pittsburgh 4, Houston 3, 10 in
49'
nings
POLE BEANS
Ass,_
St. Louis 6, Atlanta 0
rpicts 0000 TNIU
Chicago 4, Cincinnati 1
Tuff
MAY 3 1077
Montreal 6, Los Angeles 2
QUANTITY ItIGNTS frISIIVED
COI Di ^i RIP!
SWEET CORN
New York 8, San Diego 2
79'
5
Philadelphia 7, San Francis“
NoRroisioi
SOITNSIDE

/ER

/ER

594

'1"

LUCICSAKANS•OCTOIER (05
PINTO, NORTHERN um
HEITY•111COUNT

59c 3 8910 3 $ 269C

/ER

TREET

59c

COMET

39'

239'

PILLSSURY•I 02. CAN

4159`
49`
99`

BISCUITS
WHITTED•PARK AY RI
S11113

MARGARINE
PIA
FIELSCHMAPCS•NO CHQLEST1OL
EGG BEATERS 1601..

/ER

2,69'

99'

.40

PURE
VEGETABLE
SAVE: 54'

OIL
48 OZ. $
129
Bottle

Vr4
CASCADE

LIMIT
ONE

TASTE a SEA•FIOUN
FISH PORTIONS'.o,
JOHNSON'S DIAPEILS

NEWBORN

S1
"
' ISA YTIME
.

K EULER- I 4 02

ELFWICH COOKIES

2„890

2

,

978

LAWN & LEAF BAGS

CORN

TUNA

Monday's Games
Pittsburgh (Kison 2-1) at At
Uinta (Lacoste 1-3) (n)
St. Louis (Denny 5-0) at Cmcinnati (Norman 1-1), (n)
Philadelphia (Twitchell 0-3)
at San Diego (Griffin 1-1), (n ,
New York (Koosman 1-3 at
Los Angeles (Rau 3-0), (n
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Houston at Chicago
Pittsburgh at Atlanta, (n)
Philadelphia at San Diego,
(n)
New York. at Los Angeles.
(n)
Montreal at San Francisco.
(n)
Only games scheduled

1"
2/79`

IVORY 32 Oa_

69‘
$239

79`

GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR II

?I0

5 LB.
BAG

ANKROLLI"'t
AT

NORTNSIDI: SOODISID1

CUMCUMBERS
BELL PEPPER

SAM 10 PM
DAILY

RED RADISHES

lose4
Sund.E

7 PM 9 PM
OAHE
OPEN
10 AM 1PM

um

AV'
AlA II
TIM

1

1141105
i
AIN kV,

3

NORTHSIDE: $1100
L A5T
WICk

AA1011110041
Of A WIN,

Lest Week
No
Weimer
Card Not Punched

SOUTHSIDE: $500
No
Winner
Cord Not Panchrtd

I
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Agee Triple WiñèiTh
MSU Track Invitational
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The Six Million Dollar Man
has some competition.
There's another candidate
in the running for the honors
as the eighth wonder of the
world. lie's Alfred Agee of
Louisville Valley High School.
--Agee got in home at
midnight
Friday
after
finishing his participation in
the Jefferson County Track
Meet where he won three first
places and took second in
another.
—Agee got up three hours
later and along with his
family, got in the car and
headed for Murray for another
track meet, this one the

Murray State Invitational.
It was enough trying to
compete on just three hours
sleep after a four-hour tide to
Murray, much less considering the fact- that Agee
must have been already
physically famished from his
meet Friday night.
At times going from one
event right to another without
any rest, Agee stole the show
Saturday afternoon at the
MSU Invitational. He won
three events, finished second
in -another and won both the
Outstanding Ttack Performer
Award and the Outstanding
Field Events Performer
Award.

SPOrtS
1s#M'rray Ledger & Times

Canadiens Take 4-0 Win
To Lead In Series 3-1
Game Three Thursday night,
looked like a club that had no
intention of losing Saturday.
They never let the Islanders
get untracked.
'Defensive miscues led to
Shutt's goal at 1:01 and the
goal by Lafleur just over a
minute later. Roberts scored
with 8:18 gone in the opening
sP,44.ion and from then on, it.
"I think we -played very;
was no contest.
very scared to lose. We were The Canadiens were not
worried about losing this "about to
say, though, that all
game because if we had lost it, they have
to do is show up
the momentum would have Tuesday
night at the Forum
swung to their favor and it for a series-clinching
victory.
would have put a lot of
"Our mental outlook is that
pressure on us," he said.
we are going to io oat ahd play
First-period goals by Shutt, like heck' and try to finish
Guy Lafleur and Jim Roberts them off," said Shutt. "We
and a second-period goal by know that they are not-going to
Shutt provided Montreal's give up. They seem to thrive
offense and the Canadiens' on coming from behind. We
defense allowed the Islanders aren't going to let up and play
only 18 shots at Ken Dryden as a nice, • little. cozy game in
the Canadiens seored a 4.0..Mo0treal. We want to finish
triumph to take a 3-1 lead into it.
Tuesday night's fifth game.
MONTREAL ( API — The
Montreal Canadiens may have
been scared into winning the
fourth game of their best-ofseven
National Hockey
League Stanley Cup semifinal
series against the New York
Islanders.
Left wing Steve Shutt
thought so.

"I -think it was one-of our
better games," said Shutt. "It
was certainly the game in
which we have had the most
pressure on us. We came
through, I guess."
The Canadiens, their pride
stung by a 5-3 defeat here in

Hockey Playoffs
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
National Hockey League
PLAYOFFS
Semifinals
Best-of-Seven
Saturday's Result
Montreal 4, New York Islanders 0, Montreal leads series 3-1.
Sunday's Result
Boston 3, Philadelphia 0, Boston wins series 4-0.
Tuesday's Games
New York Islanders at Montreal
World Hockey Association
PLAYOFFS
Semifinals
Best-of-Seven
Saturday's Results
Indianapolis 2, Quebec 0,
Quebec leads series 3-1.
Winnipeg 4, Houston 3 Sunday's Result
Winnipeg 6, Houston 4, Winnipeg leads series 3-1
Tuesday, May 3
Indianapolis at Quebec
Winnipeg at Houston
411,far

MISS YOUk PAPER?
who Immo not
received their Isoine-slisliver;d
alarm Ledger.
copy of
Subscriber%

The

Times by 510 p. m. Meadav• Friday or by 330 p. ni. iii 5a8er.
days ere weed to call 751-1916
between 510 p. es. end 6 p. es.,
Moisdey.fridoiy, or 330 p.
'
and Ip. in. Ssirrikays, teems"
delivery of Hie 'Newspaper. Calls
mist be placed by Op...we'lldistirs or 4 p. in. Seitwanys to

delivery.
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Running is nothing new for
the Agee family. Alfred's
father, Elbert, a retired Army
man, wa,s once a 9.5 sprinter
and once ran the 120-high
hurdles in 14.0.
Agee, who has previously
gone as far as 23-9 in the long
jump, passed
the
up
preliminaries in the event and
went directly into the finals.
—While others had warmed up
and had as many as six or
eight jumps, Agee got only
three. His best was 21-1034 and
that was not enough to surpass
the 22-4o by Sonny Jackson of
Owensboro Senior.
Agee, who had mopped
everyone earlier Saturday
morning in the preliminaries
of the 100 and 220-yard dashes,
then headed for the 100.
With an impressivit lean at
the wire, Agee was clocked in
9.8 and finished first, just
nipping Reggie Douglas of
Paducah Tilghman.
Immediately after finishing
the 100, Agee then went to the
pits where the triple jump was
being held. Agee went 43-8'4
and won by more than four
inches over runnerup Anthony
Newell of Christian County.
After a brief rest, Agee then
ran the 220-yard dash and ran
away from everyone, winning
in 22.1 while Reggie Douglas
of Tilghman was second in

basketball tournament, has
not yet decided upon his
choice of a college.
"I'm not really sure if I
want to pursue a career in
track or in basketball," Agee
said.
Whatever he pursues his
career in, you have to have a
. feeling Mr. Agee is going to be
quite a success.
New meet records fell in all
but five of the 17 events.
The only other person to win
more than one event in the
meet was Mike Reese of
Christian County. Reese, who
has signed a basketball
scholarship at
Western
Kentucky University, won the
120-high hurdles in a record
timebf 14.7 while he took first
in the 330-interm'ediate hur-dles in a record time of 39.3.
Paducah Tilghman was
very impressive as they won
both the 440 and mile-relays.
The first five places in each
event won MSU T-Shirts.
Murray High had five to
place.
The best performance came
from Grettis Bumphis in the
330-intermediate hurdles.
Bumphis, who had not run the
event before, won his heat and
finished second overall to
Reese in a time of 40.6.
In thesame event, Claude
Johnson was clocked in 41.6
22.7.
and finished in third place.
Agee, who starred for
Richie Richardson finished
Valley High in the state second .in the high jump,

'V

Ruland Keys
US Stars To
Classic Win
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Jeff Ruland scored 24 points
and grabbed 11 rebounds to
lead- the United States AllStars to a 142-129 basketball
victory over the KentuckyIndiana All-Stars in the annual
Derby Classic Saturday night.
Ruland, 6-foot-10 center
from Farmingville, N.Y., hit
nine of 17 field goal attempts
and was named the U.S.
team's outstanding player.
Steve Risley of Indianapolis
scored 29 points to lead the
Kentucky Indiana team and
was named his squad's
outstanding performer.
Kentucky-Indiana led 34-28
in the first quarter as Risley
scored nine of his points in the
first 12 minutes.
However, the U.S., with
Chuck Aleksinas scoring six of k:
the points, outscored their
opponents 18-7 in the first five
minutes of the second period
to take a 51-41 lead.
Trailing 71-64 at halftime,
Kentucky-Indiana pulled to
within 88-87 with 4:25
remaining in the third quarter
but could get no closer.
ot
Cowan
Freddie
Morganfield, Ky., led his
team's rally with eight of his
22 mints coming in the third
period.
The U.S. led 103-96 entering
the final 12 minutes. Kentucky-Indiand pulled to within
106-100 on Risley's foul shot at
11:02. The U.S. stars led by as
many as 14 points in the final
quarter.
The Kentucky-Indiana team
leads in the series 5-3.
Ray. Tolbert of Anderson,
Ind., won a special slam-dunk
contest prior to the game.

EASY DOES IT — Richis Richardson has his bock over and
tots toady to Wag up his lags in the high Mina. Richardson,
who developed a blister on his foot, went out at 6-2 and placed
second in flio ovoid.

This od prod for b,y the candidate

I oNG JUMP- Sonny Jackson,Owen0 Senior, 22'
sts.
,
; Alfred Agee,
Vale. 21' 1044"; Donnie Duncan, Henderson Co.. 21' 1"; Michiel Skinner,
Murray High,20'7".

orscuS --. Brian Gresehel, Valley,
la4 81
/
2"•; Tony Katchen,Valley, 156'
4 . David Wolff, Western High, 150' 1";
G.;:, Foster, Daviess Co., 1460".
PDLE VAULT - Tan Quisenberry,
,rss. 12' 0"; Rusty. Schureck,
less. U' 6"; David Maish, HenIi'in
11' 6"; Jim Anderson,
,

RELAY -„ Paducah Tfiglunan,
44 • Henderson Co., 44.8; Owensboro
Sr Fa]; Tennessee Wen.,46.4
:20 HIGH HURDELS - Mike Reese,
Christian Co., 14.7; Dartez Talbert,
Ouensboro, 19.8; Don Gish, Henderson
co .15.2: Greg Adkins, Union Co., 15.4
sq 11 F' RUN - Erick Grumbach,
-4:28.0; McKay Mattingly,
Daviess, 4:28.8; Greg Brown, Christian
Co 4 330; Buddy Vanover, Owensboro
. Sr . 4 150
---44.-.1441,1.1- DASH.-- -Alfred
.
-Agee,.I;dile% , 9.8'; Reggie Douglas, Tilghman.
100 Mike Higgins, Henderson Co., 10.4;
Rai Cooper, Thglunan,10.4
440-YARD DASH - Kenny Bussell,
Christian Co., 50.4; William Burse,
Hoplunsville, 50.8; Greg Houser, Tilghman. 51.0; Tom Hayden, Henderson,51.2
HIGH JUMP - Frankie Elmore,
TlIghman, 6'4"•; Anthony Newell,
Christian Co., 6'2"; Richie Richardson,
Manly,6'2".; James Lester, Northwest,
510-. Eddie Browder, Henderson,5'10"
TRIPLE JUMP - Agee. Valley, 4.3'
'; Anthony Newell. Christian Co.,
424-, Mike Reese, Christian Co.,
42 4..; Talbot,Owensboro,42'7"
JAVELIN - George Merritt, Hopkin125'0"; Jim Edwards, Henderson, 122'5"; Steve Hall, Northwest,
1181"; Jimmy Duncan, nopkinsvine,
117'11"

EASY WIN — Alfrad Aims ran off and loft everyone in the 220-yard dash. Nero, he crosses the
line in first place with. time of 21.1. hi lam seven is Tilghman's Reggie Dangles, Rainy Russel
of Christian County is in lone six mid in lane four is William Suns of Nopkinsvillo.
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• Twins' Rally To Edge
Past Hiller, Tigers
By BOB GREENE

to

AP Sports Writer

Detroit Tiger reliever John
Hiller made a perfect pitch —
and lost a game.
"I made good pitches and
wind up getting beat when a
good curve ball goes off the
end of Smalley's bat," Hiller
said.
Minnesota's

switch-hitting

Roy Smalley got his first hit of
the

season

batting

right-

handed with two outs in the
bottom of the ninth. His bloop

lift
Baltimore
over
California. It was the third
straight extrainning game
between the two teams.
Kelly also homered in the
third inning and singled in the
fifth when the Orioles knotted
the score at 2-2. Bruce Bochte
homered for the Angels.
Royals 8, Blue Jays
Kansas City toppled Toronto
behind Tom P&quette, who
doubled
turned

and
in

singled

two

and

sparking

single scored- Jerry Terrell
with the inning's fourth run

defensive plays. The Royals
scored three runs in the first
inning and five more in the

and lifted the Twins to a 6-5
victory over Detroit Sunday.

eighth.

Then

there

was

Craig

Kusick, whose two-run pinch
hit double tied the game at 5-5.
t'lt. was the same pitch he
/Hiller) had struck me-out on
Friday night. I'm not kidding
myself. Anytime you're facing
Hiller

a little luck

helps,"

Kusick said.
"Let's face it," Hiller said.
"The life of a relief pitcher is

Toronto's

Otto

Velez

slammed his sixth home run of
the season.
Yankees 5, Mariners!
Thurman Munson's third
home run in three games and
two
doubles
by
Chris
Chambliss paced New York
over Seattle. It was the
Yankees' 10th victory in their
last 11 games.

lousy."
In other AL games Sunday,
Baltimore nipped California 3-

Juan Bernhardt's two-out
single and Bill Stein's double
drove in Seattle's runs in the
first inning.

2 in 10 innings, New York
topped Seattle 5-2, Boston
downed Oakland 6-4, Chicago
clobbered Texas 12-4, Kansas
City defeated Toronto 8-2 and

Red Sox 6, A's 4
Carlton Fisk, extending his
hitting streak to eight games,
drove in five runs with a pair

Milwaukee
Cleveland
and
SHOT PUT
David Wolff, Western
High, 52354
,
-, Steve Peck, Henderson,
a
doubleheader,
split
46'6"2"; Tim Lane, Murray, 46'23,4";
Milwaukee winning the opener
Gary Foster. Daviess Co.,451"
880-YARD RUN - Tom Farley, Hen.
7-3 and Cleveland taking the
derson, 2:00 7; Mattingly, Daviess,
nightcap 8-5.
2:01.4; Neil Howard, Daviess, 2:01.5; 3
tired for fourth 01.61
Rookie Jeff Holly came on to
330 INTERMEDIATE HURDLES stop the Tigers on only two
Mike Reese, anstian Co., 39.3'; Grettis
Bumph's, Murray. 40.6; Claude Johnson.
hits in the final seven innings
Murray, 41.6; Greg Adkins, Union Co.,
to pick up the victory in his
41.7
220 YARD DASH - Agee, Valley.
first
major
apleague
22.1'; Reggie Douglas, Tilghman, 22.7;
pearance. The victory kept the
Gary Terry, Henderson, 72.9; Ken
Bussell, Christian Co.,22.9;
Twins in first place in the AL
THREE MILE RUN - Kendrick
tue.Sess. 15 22.5'; Eli Khouri, West, one-half game ahead of
1\1ghmars4649.0vSteveRobertson.HenKansas City.
derson. 15.53.6; Brad Dunbar, ProvidenOrioles 3, Angels 2
ce, 16:14.9
MILE RELAY - Tilghman, 3:23.7',
Pat Kelly led off the bottom
Henderson. Co., 3:23.9; Tennessee Prep. 'of the 10th inning with his
-3:34.7; Northwest,3:34.8
'New Meet Record
second home run of the game

of homers to lead Boston past
Oakland and complete a
sweep

of their

three-game

series.
The Red Sox catcher drilled
a two-run homer off Oakland
starter Vida Blue,then capped

a four-run eighth inning by
belting a three-niq shot over
the high screen inft against
reliever Stan Batmen.
Boston's
Rick
Burleson •
extended his hitting streak to
12 games.
White Sox 12, Rangers 4
Home runs by Jorge Orta
and
Jim
paced
Essian
Chicago's eight-run first inning as the White Sox buried
Texas. Three doubles and a
two-run

triple

by

Oscar

Gamble

gave Chicago six
extra-base hits in the big first
inning, one short of the major
league record shared
by
several teams.
Claudell
Washington
homered for Texas.

Sea

Ch
ear
fro
It
W
the

Brewers 7-5, Indians 3-8

mil

Robin

197:
un

Yount's

three-run

homer'parered

Milwaukee to
victory in the Okener while
Johnny Grubb's bases-loaded

clu,
De

triple keyed a six-run inning to

an

pace Cleveland's win in the
nightcap.

the
De

In the opener, the Brewers
built a six-run lead in the first
two innings, including Cecil
Cooper's run-scoring triple.
Grubb went 4-for-7 in the
twinbill, including a solo

CO
De ,
as

homer in the first game.In the
second inning of the nightcap,
Ray Fosse singled with the
baces loaded to score two
runs, a third Cleveland run
came home on a squeeze bunt
and

Grubb's

triple

he
an.
in
gr
bol

tallied

three more.

a ,
tri
wi
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DICK-GEORGE
Councilman, Word A

Meet

4,•1

Tu
I

VOTE FOR

Your vote and support
will be appreciated

clearing 6-2. A new meet
record was set in the evep as
Frankie Elmore of Ti
an
ne.
redLa6-4
cleTaim
had a 46-234 in the
shot put for a third place while
Michael Skinner had a 20-7 for
fourth in the long jump...
In addition to the TKE's who
.helped out in the meet, the
following businesses and
organizations helped to
sponsor etents in the meet:
Murray Tennis Center,
DeVanti's Pizza, Murray
Optimist Club, Murray.Ledger
& Times, Dennison4lunt
Sporting Goods, Burger
Queen, Twin Lakes Office
Supply, Burger Chef, Pagliai's
Pizza, Palace Restaurant,
McDonald's, Murray Lion's
Club, Murray State ROTC
Department, the Big M Club,
People's Bank, Murray Moose
lodge. the • Bank of _Murray
and Trenholm's Restaurant.
Here are the results of the

Ap,[1u. 11.

•

•or

Mir's. Suggested List $136.95

Now through May 21, get the Royce 648 CB
f(q- only $99.
Rugged Roycequality in a 10K,solid-state,
compact 40-channel CB radio.
Variable squelch control. Off/on volume
switch. Push-button PA. Large, extra-clear threeinch speaker.

Easy-to-read, lighted S:RF meter
and channel indicator. External speaker Output
and more. Many of the features you'd expect to
find on a more expensive CB radio.
Go for quality. Get the Royce 648 CB. Now
through May 21, only $99.
And built ti i take it

Roycetgr

At these participating dealers:

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE

is

Chestnut Street

Murray,Ky.

— '

AMPINISAUltak ,

Wicati. Ili8LIJItadaT. May 2
'1977
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"4 Pirates—CITFA'stros,
Cardinals Rip Braves

41r.
a.
••714...1, 4111,

tv4-251-4031511iSitllSwasis
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Staiger's double in the
By KEN RAPPOPORT
After Ed Ott popped out, the
AP Sports Writer
Astros chose to walk Dave fourth scored John Stearns all
Manager Chuck Tanner Parker and pitch instead to the way from first, putting the
Mets ahead 4-0 at that point
goes around telling everyone Oliver.
on the Pittsburgh Pirates how
Willie Stargell was also an and knocking out Padre
great they are, and you know imposing force for the hot starter Bob Shirley. In the
what? They believe him.
Pirates, who earned their sixth, Staiger added an in"Tanner's got everybody on seventh victory in the last surance run with his homer off
this club psyched up," says Al eight games. Stargell.blasted reliever Vic Bernal.
Oliver.
• •;te.
two solo home runs to
Phillies 7, Giants 2
Which explains why Oliver, straightaway center.
Larry Christenson pitched a
normally a placid player,
Expos 6, Dodgers 2
six-hitter and drove in two
LOOKING OUT THE CORNER—Alfred Are of Volley Nigh leans into the tope and looks out the
raised his arms in jubilation
Gary Carter blasted two runs with a single in the
corner of his eye at Reggie Dough", of Tilghman who is in second piece. Age* was clocked in 9.8.
Sunday after delivering the solo home runs and Del Unser fourth-inning as Philadelphia
winning hit in a 4-3, 10-inning slammed a three-run homer in beat
San
Francisco.
victory over the Houston. the sixth inning to break a 2-2 Christenson did
not allow a hit
Astros.
tie as Montreal ended Los until Terry Whitfield doubled
Which also explains why Angeles' eight-game winning with two out in the fifth
inning.
Oliver nearly killed himself streak. Steve Rogers scat- He gave up a two-run homer to
crashing into the left field wall tered seven hits in going the Willie N1cCovey in the ninth
at Three Rivers Stadium in a distance for his second victory for all of San Francisco's
vain attempt to grab Cliff in three decisions. scoring.
Johnson's double.
All the other teams chasing
Cardinals 8, Braves 0
.the Dodgers in the National. Ted Simmons tripled home
ON NI MOVE.-:-' Mindy Orr of Murray Nigh gets the baton
"Evefy
- thing • I do is Tan- League West also lost games
Murray State ended its run shot in the fifth then in the
two runs and drove in another
and prepares to run his leg of the 440-yard relay. On the exGoing into the home half of
ner's fault," Oliver said, to Eastern Division teams with a
sacrifice, leading St. baseball season by splitting sixth, unloaded a three-run the fourth, Waldrop and
change from Orr to Henry Greer, the baton was dropped and
grinning. "That's why I Sunday.
Louis over Atlanta behind two weekend contests.
blast. In the eighth, Mike
that cost Murray a possible third-place finish.
crashed through the wall out
At Bowling Green Saturday, Murray led off with a solo Murray righthander Mark
Cubs 4, Reds 1
Eric
Rasmussen's five-hitter.
Wezet were locked in a
(Staff Mates by Wm Sandia)
there like t had wings."
Rick Reuschel and Bruce The Cards, winning their Murray got off to a 13-2 lead homer for the.'Toppers.
scoreless duel. But in the
Oliver had much better luck Sutter combined on a seven- fourth
but
had
to
struggle
to
hold
on
straight game, shelled
Brown, Fehn, Teel and fourth, SIU came up with five
with his hitting, belting a hitter as Chicago snapped Atlanta starter
Dick Ruthven for a 13-12 win over Western Siemanowski all padded their runs on five hits and that was
game-tying home run in the Cincinnati's winning streak at
for three of their runs in the Kentucky.
averages with three hits the game.
ninth inning and then a game- five games. Sutter gained his
At Carbondale Sunday, apiece.
first two innings, one of them a
The Salukis added another
winning single in the 10th.
Southern Illinois ripped the
fourth save of the season with two-run Simmons triple.
Nobody padded their run in the seventh for inHis game-breaking hit two-hit relief pitching over the
'Breds
6-0.
Keith Hernandez and Ken
averages Sunday as the
preceeded Houston -strategy last 31-3 innings.
Andy Rice picked up his season was brought to an surance, though they really
Reitz drove home single runs
didn't need it.
that
backfired,
making
Oliver
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
The front-line Derby canCincinnati's Pete Rose, in the third and the fifth in- sixth win in seven decisions in abrupt end by Greg Waldrop
Wezet scattered 10 hits and
AP Sports Writer
didates would seem to be look all the more heroic. _
playing with a painful calf nings and Garry Templeton, the win over western. He and the SIU Salukis.
went
the distance for Murray.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Seattle Slew, Hollywood
With one out in the 10th, bruise, extended his hitting Tony Scott and Simmons worked through five innings
Waldrop gave up just four All six of the runs Were earSeattle Slew worked on the Derby winner Steve's Friend, Omar Moreno beat out an streak to 16 games with a drove in insurance runs and gave up seven runs, six
hits to the 'Breds.
ned.
Churchill Downs track in the Blue Grass Stakes winner For infield hit and stole second.3
third-inning
single
hits and walked five. Six of the
off during a three-run sixth.
Murray, -which finished 7-5
early morning sunshine and the Moment and Run Dusty
runs were earned.
"You're going to get caught Reuschel.
in the western division of the
from out of the West came Run, who had a big year in sometime, but that doesn't
Mets 8,Padres!
Dick Allegretti pitched an
Field Set
conference, ends its rather
Charley Sutton.
-1976 and who was second in stop you from running," said
Roy Staiger drove in two
inning and two-thirds while
luFkluster season with a 29-15
It's Kentucky Derby week,a the. Louisiana
Derby, the ebullient Tanner, whose runs with a double and a
allowing four runs and five
KANSAS CITY (API —
mark.
week where the expected and Calumet Purse and the Blue —go-go Pirates lead the homer as New York defeated
hits. Mark Higgins hurled the .Southern California, Ohio
the unexpected are an entry. Grass after winning his first National League with15- stolen San Diego to finish a sweep of
final two and one-third in- State, Rutgers-Newark and
Iowan
Seattle Slew, who worked a two races as a 3-year-old.
ends
their.three-game series.
bases.
ninp, giving up one run and a Pepperdine will clash in the
mile in 1:414-5 Sunday, is the The probables also include
hit.
1977
National
ab r It
College
1976 2-year-old champion,. the winners of the divisions of
2 2 0
Murray scored seven times Volleyball Championships lAugs-cf
Brown-2b
6 2 3
unbeaten in six races, in- the Florida Derby:. Coined
'Murray High and Calloway 1fr the first. Al Luigs -opened May 6,7 at OCI.Ws Pauley Pehn-elb
'6 3 3
Walluar-lb
cluding two prestigious pre- Silver and Ruthit's Native,
5 2 1_
-GbutitY Will try again today to -with -kwalk arid-Terry BroWn Pavilion.
Wagoner-lb
1 0 1
Derby stakes, the Flamingo who have been less than
followed with a triple. Tom
play baseball.
Southern California, seeded Siernanowsklif
5 2 3
and Wood Memorial, and is impressive in recent per6 0 2
The' Tigers were to have Fehn then singled and it was No. 1 with a 13-1 mark, will Cuurtney-3b
Tooley-11
.
4 1 2
the solid favorite to win the formances, and Giboulee, a
played in the Fish Fry quickly 2-0..
take on Rutgers-Newark, 14-I, Giesler-as
4 1 1
Derby next Saturday..
Teel-c
stakes winner from Canada
5 0 3
Don Walker reached base in semifinal action, while Ohio
Tournament at Paris over the
Totals
44 13 19
Things have been easy for who followed a second in the
weekend. But Friday's games safely on an error then John State, 12-0, meets Pepperdine,
Murray
him, and it was a matter of Flamingo and a winning effort
720 220 000 12-.19-3
--were rained-out and the, field Siemanowski singled in a run, an at-large selection with a 15Western
101 025 210 12-122
course that he would run in the in the Calumet Purse with a
was too wet for Saturday, thus making it 3-0. After Rob 4 mark.
Derby.
ninth-place finish in the Blue
forcing the cancellation of the Courtney flew out, Greg
Southern California won the
in*
Charley Sutton did not race Grass.
Tooley walked to load the Southern _ California
entire tourney.
as a 2-year-old and in three Other probables are Illinois
ab r h
sacks.
Intercollegiate Volleyball Luigs.d.
Calloway County was to
1 0 1
starts this year in California, Derby winner Flag Officer,
Stan Giesler then singled in Association title this season. Brown-25
4 0 0
played
home
have
a
ili
4 0 1
he won twice at six-furlongs Best Person, Sir Sir, Papelote,
doubleheader Saturday with two, Dan Teel followed With an Pepperdine finished third but trYealker-lb
4 0 1
and finished out of the money Western Wind, Get the Axe,
South Hopkins but those RBI single and Al Luigs beat No. 2 UCLA,-the-rlefen---Nienbotwonig-f4-3 0 0
in a one-mile race on the Sanhedrin,
Affiliate,
games were called off because grounded out to drive in a run, ding national champion, in the tfie1711-3°
3 0 1
grass, a race in which he Nostalgia, and Bob's Dusty.
Glesler-ss
3 0 0
making it 7-0.
district tournament.
of wet grounds.
or• 2 0
Ple-c
bolted on the turn.
Western got a run in the
UCLA has won the national
Calloway will play a 4 p. m.
Totals
2004
His arrival here concerned
TRACK AND FIELD
game at Mayfield today and home half of the first but the tournament in six of the last
000 000 OM 04-2
Murray
almost no one, and even his
PHILADELPHIA
—
Murray High will tangle with 'Breds came back with two in seven years.
siu-c
000 500 10x 6-104
trip from California was not Arizona State set a world
the Cardinals 'aftei the the second to make it 9-1. A
without mishap. Charley record in the men's 800 meter
two-run homer by Don Walker
Mayfield-Calloway game.
Sutton was supposed to arrive relay and went on to dominate
ANYONE FOR SAILING? — Michael Skinner of Murray Nigh
Tuesday, the Tigers have a was the key blow in the
Saturday, but the door on the the Penn Relays, winning
goes sailing through the eir in the long jump competition. home twinbill with Lone Oak second.
cargo plane couldn't be three team and five individual
here at 4 p. m. and Marshall .The only other big hit in the
Skinner plumed fourt with a 20-7. ."
opened Wallow him to board. championships.
County at 7 p. m. The Lakers game for Murray was a twoAnd the Derby status of the
-are at Trigg County Tuesday. - run double in the fourth by
son of Spec o' Motion-Whisky
On Wednesday, Murray Tooley.
Doll was uncertain. "We're
CITY COUNCIL WARD B.
Six of Wegtern's runs came
High and Calloway will play a
here for Tuesday's race and
Your Vote WIN Be Appreciated
single game at 4 p. m. at the from homers.
then we'll see," said co-owner
Political Ad Paid For HI andidate
Mike Green blasted a twoold city park.
F.B. Rohner.
TMire Sutton is entered in
Tuesday's seven-furlong,
820,000-added Derby Trial
By ALEX SACHARE
up-and-coming team, the the series with 40 or more —
Stakes.
AP Sports Writer
Meanwhile, the popular
Houston Rockets. The Rockets and 20 rebounds for the
The torch has been passed. beat the Washington Bullets Lakers, but it was not enough
pastime of guessing thenumber of Derby starters The champions have been 108-103 Sunday to taketheir to offset Warriors forwards
Rick Barry and Jamaal
continued. It looks as if no dethroned. Pro basketball's quarter-final series 4-2.
The Philadelphia-Houston Wilkes, who teamed for 47
fewer than 17 3-year-olds will • old guard has given way to the
series opens at Philadelphia Points.
go to the post for the 8125,000- new.
The team of the past, the Thursday night.
The Warriors ran off 15 in a
added classic. At least the
Celtics,
was
In Western Conference row early and opened a 20trainers and owners of that 'Boston
many have said they will eliminated from the National playoff action Sunday, the point lead in the first half. The
Basketball
Association Golden State Warriors evened Lakers cut it to four points.
enter.
True intentions come out playoffs Sunday by the team their series with Los Angeles early in the third period, but
Thursday when Derby horses of the future, the Philadelphia at 3-3 by beating the Lakers Barry and Wilkes scored four
115-106. The seventh game will baskets apiece in the next six
are entered for a fee of $4,000. 76ers.
And it was done with two be played in Los Angeles minutes to keep Golden State
It costs another $3,500 to start.
ingredients which served the Wednesday night and will be on top.
Celtics so well during their 20- nationally televised (CBS,
I( riique
After Abdul-Jabbar poked
year, 13-championship reign 11:30 p.m. EDT).
— hustle and defense.
ilidlier*.• An- (;ift
The Denver Nuggets, up his fifth personal foul with
"They hustled and scrapped meanwhile, kept their hopes 11:19 remaining in the game.
and worked hard," said Tom alive with a 114-105 overtime the Warriors ,4sutscored (hiHeinsohn, coach of . the triumph over Portland. The :Lakers 9-2 to clinch it.
defending champion Celtics, Trail Blazers lead 3-2, with the Jabbar scored just ftrtir1:it.
who were dethroned by sixth game to be played ,after that.
COSMETICS
Each of the first six game,
Philadelphia
83-77 in the tonight in Portland.
New Trend For
in
this series has been won t),
seventh-game showdown of
Lloyd Free, Philadelphia's
A Fresher
the home team, which should
their
quarter-final
series.
explosive
reserve
guard
who
Younger Complexion
likes the nickname 'All- give the Lakers an edge in
The Sixers advance to the
Call Sheila McGinnis
World," missed his first six Game Seven. They've won
Eastern Conference final,
7534538
where they will meet another shots from the field but came their last 13 starts at the
on in the second half to lead all Forum in Los Angeles.
•41,
scorers with 27 points.
Denver blew a 12-point
It Was the 13th time Boston third-quarter
and
lead
Murray Calloway Co. Park
has appeared in the seventh literallS, gave Portland a
game of a playoff series — and chance to win it by turning the
only the second time it has ball over with seven second!,
been beaten.
to go in regulation and the
Houston seemed to come up score tied. But Lionel
with a different hero each missed a tough 18-footer at th,.
game in its series with buzzer to keep the Nuggets'
Posses may be purphased
Washington.
playoff hopes alive, an the
now prior to pool opening
Sunday the big men were overtime period belonged t.
Mike Newlin, who scored 15 of Denver.
his 21 points in the fourth
Family Pass - $4500
quarter as Houston erased a
Denver's David Thompson.
10-point third-quarter deficit, who led all scorers with 31
single Pass - $2000
and Rudy- Tomjanovich, who points, hit an 18-footer to start
led the Rockets with 26 points, the overtime and - then
May Be Obtained At
including four long jump shots teammate Dan Issel took
Park Officein the final period.
over, scoring nine points in the
loss, a Payne St.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar had extra session to keep the
43 points — his fourth genie of series alive.

'Breds Beat Western,
Lose To SIU Salukis

Seattle Slew Remains
Solid Derby Favorite

Murray High,
Calloway Play
At Mayfield

•

Vote For
WILLIAM R.
FURCHES

Celtics, Bullets Knocked Out
Of Playoffs By 76ers, Rockets

GospelatMeeti
ng
the
Seventh & Poplar
Church of Christ

May 2-8

Jay Lockhart
Evangelist

SEASON POOL PASS
SALE!

Services For The Week

Tues., May 3—Fri., May 6
7:30 a.m.
Mon., May 2-Sat., May 7
7:30 p.m.
Sun., May 8
8:30 a.m., 10:40 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Everyone Is Invited

aveo4moomminsuiwom.
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ARM EVIE111111 RECAST
• Three-Year Loose Leaf
Study Nearing Conclusion
.Loose-Leaf
Study Nears
Conclusion
A three-year study ot
marketing burley tobacco in
loose-leaf form could' be
concluded in the next 30 days,
following final examination of
grower and cigarette industry
reports by a four-member
Kentucky Farm Bureau
oversight committee.
William Balden, Boyle
County tobacco producer who
heads the committee, told an
April 15 meeting in Lexington
that a final decision on
whether to recommend bales
or sheets, the two ex-

perirnental packages, would
be made in four to eight
weeks. More than 500 farmers,
'warehousemen, researchers
and
manufacturing
representative9,attended the
four-hour session, held on the
University of Kentucky
campus.
After the package selection
is complete, Balden told the
group, every effort will be
made to gain approval for
loose-leaf burley sales from
the U. S. Department of
Agriculture's Federal Grade
Service.
Although
Agriculture
Secretary Robert Bergland

For Fair Law Enforcement Elect

Joe Beard
YOUR SHERIFF
(1nm.lcinr,c Pr ./nary May 24

EXPERIENCED AND DEPENDABLE
Ad pod for by Joan Cooksey treasurer

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest ualoaditig facilities
Buyers of

CORN•SOYBEANS .WHEAT
Distributors Of

Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn,Soybeans and Wheat

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Don Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.

first indicated he would oppose giving farmers a choice
between hand-tyed bundles
and loose-leaf, Farm Bureau
leaders now are hopeful he
can be convinced of the cost
savings potential in the new
methods. Bergland has said he
would meet with loose-leaf
proponents at the conclusion
experiemental
of
the
program.
At the April 15 meeting,
several tobacco companies
indicated they could accept
loose-leaf burley, but asked
for up tb two years to adapt
their processing, handling and
storage equipment to the new
forms. Reports were mixed on
whether bales or burlap sheets
were preferred, with R. J.
Reynolds picking bales,
Brown and Williamson asking
for sheets, and Philip Morris
and Universal Leaf giving no
firm preference.
The four firms, all of which
have cooperated in Farm
Bureau's loose-leaf project,
agreed that the final decision
on packaging options should
be up to growers. None indicated they had found any
serious quality problems with
bales or -sheets during the
experimental work.
In an interview following the
meeting, Balden stressed that
no farmer will be forced.to
market his tobacco sin loose-.
leaf form, even if loose-leaf
packaging is approved. Farm
Bureau is seeking to implement either bales or sheets
as an optional marketing
method, not as a mandatory
replacement
for
the
traditional hand-tyed bundles,
he added.
"I anticipate that some
farmers will continue to tie
their burley in hands," Balden
noted "Rut the vast majority
who have tried the loose-leaf
methods say they wouldn't tie
another hand if they get the
•choice."
Surveys of farmers iii
Kentucky and Tennessee who
participated in this year's
project found that- labor
sayings during the loose-leaf
stripping process ranged from
31 to 57 per cent, compared to
stripping time required for
•

OUR FARM

hand-tying the tobacco.
THEFT VICTIM
PROMOTES MARKING
PROGRAM
Police statistics citing a
dramatic increase in rural •
crime during the last few
years don't exactly come as a..
surprise to Tom Whitehouse.
The Marion County farmer
Shea Sykes, left, was named as outstanding officer of
was victimized by thieves two the year, and Ricky Miller, right, was
named as outyears ago, and no trace was standing committee chairman of the
year at the annual
ever found of the two Massey- Parent-Member Banquet of
the Calloway County ChapFerguson tractors, then worth ter of the FFA.
more than $10,000, that were
stolen one spring night from
his barn lotl
Whitehouse is now an enthusiastic supporter of
Operation Identification, a
program designed to encourage farmers to mark their
farm machinery, as well as
hand tools and household
items, with their individual
The Annual Parent-Member notebook.
Social Security numbers.
Tripp Furches, Jimmy
Banquet of the Calloway
At an April 18 kick-off of a County High School
Chapter of Hale, Kenneth Paschall,
pilot project in Marion the Future
Farmers of Darrell Beane, and Jamie
County, Whicehouse and America was held
April 7 at Morrison, record book; Danny
Bureau Murray State University
county
Farm
with Kingins, public speaking;
President Woodrow Thomp- Shea
Sykes,
chapter Anthony Horton, impromptu
son were the first two farmers president, presiding.
beef; Ricky Cunningham,
to mark their tractors and
Mark Cavitt, State FFA impromptu swine; Kenneth
other equipment items with Secretary, gave
the address. Paschall, impromptu dairy;
steel marking dies provided
Annual awards
were Keith Wicker, impromptu
by the Pam Bureau, local presented .to
the following horse; Cindy Rudolph, imbanks and farm cijuipment members:
promptu horticulture; Mike
dealers.
Kenny Orr, secretary's Rogers, creed; Shea Sykes,
Planning is also _underway book: Steve McCuiston, Pat Webb, Kenny Orr, Steve
in.. several . Other_ Kentucky treasurer's book; Mark McCufston, Darrell Beane,
counties, as. FB officials - Outland, seed
identification; Charles Glisson, Danny
implement the first phases of Shea Sykes, weed iden- Kingins,David Roberts, Terry
a statewide push to promote tification; Steve Baker, Brad Byerly, and Ricky Miller,
marking as a theft deterrent. Cook, and Greg McClure, parliamentary procedure.
The effort is being coordinated livestock judging; Kenneth
with the Kentucky Office of Paschall, Steve Baker, and
Ricky Miller, committee
Crime Prevention, the state Greg McClure, dairy judging; chairman of the year.; Shea
agency overseeing Operation David Roberts, Steve
- Mc- Sykes, officer of the year;
Identification programs for Cmston, and Kenny Orr, soil Randy
McCallon, best
households, businesses and judging; Shea Sykes,
Pat banquet presentation; Tripp
farms.
Webb, and Darrell Beane, Furches, star greenhand;
In recalling his discovery of tobacco grading and meats Jimmy Hale, sophomore star
the_tractor thefts,L. _Yhitehouse j d g
farmer; Kenneth Paschall,
said the robbers drove the
Shea Sykes, crop production junior star farmer; Shea
tractors from the barnlot onto and corn production; Datiby Sykes, chapter star farmer;
the road,so no tracks or other Kingins, soybean production; Larry Norsworthy, star
indications remained as to Joe Dan Taylor, burley horticulture student.
what type of truck was used to tobacco; Darrell Beane,
Honorary membership was
dark
haul the two machines. - fired tobacco; Kenny Orr, air conferred upon Dr. Jack Rose,
"Of course,.by the time I cured tobacco; Kenneth Buddy Sykes, Mrs. Joanna
reported the tractors missing Paschall. dairy production., Sykes, Larry Gilbert, Jamie
the next morning, they were David - Watson,
Swine Potts, and Rob McCallon. •
probably already in another production; Lisa Walker,
New chapter officers for
state," he said. And there I Mickey Overbey, Randy 1977-78 are Danny Kingins,
was, ready to plant corn, and McCallon, and Shea Sykes, president; Brad .Cook, viceno tractors. The insurance ,scholarship; Darrell Beane, president; Randy McCallon,
paid for the tractors, bin the essay contest; Steve Enoch, secretary; Kenneth Paschall,
inconvenience of trying to put VA quiz; -Teresa Bynum, treasurer; Roger Perkins,
out a crop witAirmachinery Daron Ahart, Randy Mc- reporter; Bill Glisson, senwas the worst part."
Callon, and Terry Byerly, tinel.

Parent-Rer'nber Night
Held By CCHS FFA

IMPLEMENT
LEASE PROGRAM

ABOUT MAX PARKER

MAY BE THE ANSWER TO
YOUR EQUIPMENT PROBLEM!

it

COME BY AND TALK TO
US ABOUT OUR CUSTOM
IMPLEMENT LEASE
PROGRAM!
PURCHASE OPTIONS
ARE AVAILABLE!
SEE US FOR COMPLETE DETAILS
ON OUR LEASING PROGRAM.
our Direct Hot-Line to Form Mo• inery At It's Best.
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip.

•••,.

<P;

MAX
PARKER

Dial Toll Free 753-3299

WE DON'T WORRY ARCM THE COMPETITION
• WE ARE THE COMPETITION!!

TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 124 8, SEDALIA HAD - HAYFIELD
PHONE 247-6020 - AFTER 5:00 P.M. - PHONE 753-7452
OPEN FROM 7:30 A.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

Randy McCallon is pictured center as he presents
asvards at the annual Parent-Member Banquet of the
Calloway County Chapter of the FFA. McCallon became
the first iunior ever to win the Best Banquet Presentation Award.

For

COUNTY
ATTORNEY
Democratic Primary.

May 24th

Presiding at the annual Parent-Member Banquet of the
Calloway County Chapter of the FFA is Shea Sykes,
chapter president.

Soybean Producers!
We have
v-.Inoculation
v•Moly Mix and Soy-A-Live
v•Treflan
Dyanap
fr-Lasso
v•Basagran
fr.• Soybean Storage
v•Teletype Se.rvice

MURRAY
WAREHOUSING CORP.
Old Concord Rood-Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-8220 or 753-8225

ABOUT YOUR NEW COURT SYSTEM

Max Parker is a native of Calloway
Last year Kentucky voters approved a
County. He is 34 years old and is the son 01 new judicial system for the states lower
Thomas and Elsie Parker, who live 6n the courts. In Calloway County we will hvie
Lynn Grove Highway. He grew up on a these changes beginning January 1:
1. Murray City 'Police Court will be
dairy farm on the Concord Highway. Max
attended Murray Training School, Murray
abolished as will. Hazel City Court.
High School, and was a member of the first
2. The County Judge will no longer
graduating class of Calloway County High
hold court.
School. He graduated from Murray State
3 The Voters will elect a District
University with a degree in Business,
Judge who will hear all misdePsychology. and History and worked at the
meanor Cases in the entire county. A
Tappan plant during his undergraduate
misdemeanor is a Violation ,.for
studies. Max moved to Louisville in 1969
which no prison sentence is
and taught at Male High 'School for 4 years
provided, for example, traffic
while attending the University of Louisville
violations, many drug abuse cases,
Law School. After graduation, he practiced
petty theft, alcohol abuse cases. etc.
law in Louisville for. 3 years until July of
4 The District Judge will also hear
last Year when he returned to Murray and
Juvenile Court cases. .
•
opened a law-office.
The main function of the County
Max is married to the former Gail Treas Attorney will be to represent the People a's
Of Kirksey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Prosecutor in the new District Court. The
Jackie Treas. They have a son, Conrad, County Attorney will have to work closely
who is in the 4th grade at Southwest with law enforcement officials to help
Elementary. The -Parkers live on a farm On insure the sureness and swiftness of
the Taylor Store - Harris Grove Road in the punishment of those who break our laws.
southwest part of Calloway County.
while at the same time remaining fair.
Max has a lot of experience in Criminal impartial, and compassionate.
.Law and in dealing with young people. He
He will need to understand and
feels that his experience as a high school appreciate young people as he will also
teacher will be valuable to him in Juvenile represent the People in Juvenile Court.
Court. He realizes the importance of swift Above all he will need to know an
and effec)ive prosecution of law breakers. understand toe people of Calloway County.,
and the importance of fairness and honesty
in the Court House. Above all. Max Parker
knows Calloway.County people: his father.
his grandfather, and his great grandfathe!are all Calloway Count ians.
MAX PARKER ASKS FOR YOUR
SUPPORT IN THE MAY 24th
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY

Paid For By The Max Paiker Campaign
Gail Parkas, Treasurer
Route 4 - - Box 162
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Good Management Of Milking
Machine A Must Dairy Farms
The milking operation is
probably the most important
function on a dairy farm,
according to Gordon Hess, UK
extension dairy production

Calloway County Executive Director David E. Riley, Jr:
(left) recently received a Certificate of Accomplishment
from Federal farm agevy official Jeffress A. Wells on
completion of a two-week management training course
Al the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) Management Institute,' Columbus, Ohio.
Wells is Acting Director, Eastern Region, ASCS, with
headquarters in the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C.

"Proper milking, like good
harvesting,!is the factor that
total
the
determines
production of a dairy.," he
said, noting the milking
machine is the heart of a good
milking operation.
"The milking machine is
unique in that it is the only
piece of farm equipment
which is attached directly to a
living animal," Hess observed. "Therefore, adequate
design and maintenance of
milking equipment is essential
for good cow health and
maximum production. The
milking machine should be the
best and most often serviced
piece of equipment on a dairy
farm."
Basic guidelines on proper
milking
of
installation
equipment were termed as
fundamental in the determination as to whether the
equipment meets minimum
standards for an efficient
dairy operation.
One important guideline
deals with the size of the

vacuum pump and motor that it is large enough to
supply adequate reserve When
milker cows are removed or
attached to the milking
machine,or to compensate for
other stress placed on the
system. As a general rule,
Hess said, the capacity of the
vacuum pump is determined
by the motor size in most
pipeline milking systems.
Each horsepower is usually
adequate for every two units.
It is necessary for the milk
pipeline to be adequate in size
to carry the %ilk at maximum
production wlititi all units are
operating. Normally, each one
inch in the diameter of the line
squared will equal the number
of units - for example, a twoinch diameter line equals
three to four units. Hess said a
separate vacuum line for
pulsators is desirable and that
both the milk line and
pulsation line should be looped
at the far end to assure a table
vacuum throughout the
system.
He pointed out the milk
pipeline should slope toward
the receiving unit_ a minimum
of 1.5 inches per 10 feet of line
and that the slope should be
uniform with no peaks and

Keep Close Watch On Bull's
Pasture Breeding Performance
Beef producers desiring months of age, generally have the practice can be used to
calves to be born during a high level of -libido, or sex double the use of a bull.
.March and April of 1978 should drive, and have the ability to
Absher added that handstart the new breeding season service a large number of mating can be a- practical
on May 20, is a notation of , cows during the early-Part of approach to checking the
Curtis Absher, UK extension the breeding season, Abster function.of a bull early in the
noted. He warned, however, if season. "If the practice is
beef cattle specialist.
-41.-said-the--InaiDE4Y-14,411gSUCIL4 situation is allowed to used for the first two to three
beef producers who set up a happen, there is a possiblitty-----weeks of the breeding period. - definite .calving period for the young bull could suffer a assurance can be gained that
their herd, plan a breeding chronic exhaustion and severe the buU is functioning
season of a. comparatively weight'loss, which could lead
properly as well as obtaining
short period of time and for • to neglect- of cows later in the breeding dates on specific
that reason, frequent ob- breeding season, or even cows," he said. Cows on which
servation and comrnon-sense reduced usefulness of the bull breeding records are maincare should be given the herd in subsequent breeding tained should be observed
seasons. He said a "safe" closely 18 to 24 days later for
sire.
Young bulls, from 14 to 18 recommendation is to use two- any return to estrus - and if a
year-old bulls on 15 to 20, or high percentage are found
even fewer cows, during the returning to heat, the
first breeding season, while producer may need to obtain
older bulls should be expected another bull. If such a
to successfully mate with 25 to situation occurs, there should
30 cows during a 60-day period also be a close surveillance for
- under pasture conditions.
diseases.
"Hand-mating is a practice
Absher recommended a
used by some seedstock close watch on the bull's
producers to extend the use of physical condition during the
4
the bull," Absher said. "In breeding
season.
For
this practice the bull is kept example, he said, corns
separate from the cow herd between the toes, foot rot,
and is allowed to mate only cracked hooves, or injured leg
Bill Bailey
once or twice with a cow joints could reduce the bull's
for
+
during estrus." The beef ability to stay with the cow
Jailer
specialist observed; however, herd and measures should be
Your Vote Appreciated
such a practice is time con- taken to immediately treat
May 24 Democratic
requires any such conditions. Severe
suming
and
Primary
similar
management
to ar- foot rot infection could cause a
candidate
the
for
Paid by
tificial insemination, but that high temperature in a bull that
may result in temporary or
permanent sterility.
There's a
"Watch
for
pinkeye,
especially in the herd sire,"
was another warning by
Shield for you too
Absher. "This disorder could
make the bull want to stay in
Ronnie Ross
the shade and neglect the cow
210 E. Main
herd." Fly control was termed
the best means to -curb the
Phone 753-0489
spread of pinkeye.
Another
important
recommendation is to make
sure the herd sire has enciugh
to eat. "Some- weight loss is
expected during the breeding
season, but a bultthat loses an
excessive amount is probably
not receiving sufficient
nutrients
to
function
properly," he said, adding

Farmowners

omrnitment

-for buying
your new Case tractut
between now and
June 30 1977 An
model from 43 to 80 PTo
horsepower You receive a
$400 check from Case or .f yOu
wish. the $400 can be applied
toward your down payment G'-T
a good deal -and a good deal
more from ;Our participating
•
$400 00 - That ain't hay'

McKeel Equipment
Co., Inc.
503 Walnut,

Murray, Ky.

that excessive weight loss
may also indicate a disease
condition in the full.
If severe weight loss has a
nutritional basis, the bull
should be fed a supplement to
pasture forage, such as a
feeding of six to eight pounds
'Way. Fre 'ernphasized such a need may
arise particularly in the case
of a young bull.
Absher Said a lack of
nutrients noted in the bull
could also point up the fact
that the cow herd is
inadequately fed and that
producers should also be
aware of that possibility.
"A herd bull may only be
responsible foil half of the
genetic makeup of the 1-978
calf crop, but he is responsible
for all of them in the cows he
services," Absher pointed out
"Observation is the best
assurance the bull is functional -so don't wait until its
too late to find out he's not
functional."

for Sheriff
May 24 Primary

important factor in the
milking operation and shsuld
occur after milk enters the
receiving jar. the specialist
noted gravity filtering is the
recommended preference.
Adequate claw capacity is
also termecLas very important
to prevent flooding of the claw
with a fast milking cow. New
style breaker cups were
termed a definite improvement, and should be
considered for use to improve
all milking machines. An air
vent is provided in the claw in
order to move milk from the
claw to the line, Hess stating
this should .be cleaned daily.
He recommended pulsators
be of the individual unit type
on a separate vacuum line and
should be electrically controlled. They, too, should be
cleaned on a regular basis, he
said. As for vacuum controllers, they should be
located between the pump and
the first milking unit, serviced
regularly and be constructed
so they are very sensitive to
air flow. "A dirty or poorly
designed or adjusted vacuum
controller is often the cause of
poor milking machine function and stress on the udder,"
Hess said.
"A complete analysis of the
system by a competent serviceman twice yearly is•
desirable,"
the
dairy production specialist statect
• "and the
dairyman should'be
aware of routine maintenance
checks he can perform on a
monthly basis."
A final recommendation is
in regard to the use of narrow
•bore inflations - with 3,4 inch
inside diameter. Hess said
they are easier on the cow and
result in less mastitis.

YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED. THANKS
Ihis advertisement oold or by Donald (larilord Name'

Individual
Refitment Accounts:
TODAY'S plan for
TOMORROW'S security

Who can establish an IRA?
IRA's are available to any wage-earner. The
only requirement is that you not currently be a
participant in any other retirement plan.

If you're already participating
in a Retirement Plan...
Even though you're currently a participant in a
retirement plan sponsored by your employer you, too, may
benefit from an IRA. Under the new v01(111411' Federal Pimtability system, you can transfer your vested benefits from
your present employer's plan to an Individual Retirement
Flan. Later, you can transfer them again to a new employees

plan. Here is how it works.
Say you leave your present employment and take with you
your entire vested interest in your employers retirement
plan. If you place this interest in an IRA within 60 days from
the date you first became elsitible to receive your payment
no Federal tames will be currently due on the amount you
received. Your payment can remain in your IRA until you
retire or get a new job. II you get a new job. you can, with the
consent of. your new employer, transfer funds from your IRA
to the new employer's plan tam-free.

.Individeel Retirement Accesiets wirsoirt a. oicollont opportunity
low pm to/IMO ter yew ern end year famAy's flow.vicinity. We
wiieW IRa tbe opportenity to discess_witeiyay.iirittiowil,he. sodi
an weevil wigkt benefit ysto. Why est yet la tooth with as teary.
There's a.obligatioa, of mom.

Bank of Murray
FDIC

You might get
your IH part an unusual waybut you'll get it!
You've just got to keep running dunng
planting and hers est time - and nobody
knows this better than IH.
That's the whole idea behind IH's
exclusive Stand By 7 support program to make sure you get the parts you need
fast!
If your Ill Dealer is out of the part
you need. !re can call just one phone
number. And he'll get an answer -and
action -7 days a week.
Even on Saturdays and Sundays.
there are people working at the
IH national headquarters They can
instantly check stock in the entire Parts
Distribution system the
Parts
Distribution centers . and, if necessary.
even check the plant where your
equipment was made No other
agncultural equipment manufacturer
has a system like it.
Once your part is located - and that
won't take long - it'll be shipped as fast
as you askl Even hand carried on
an airline.
With good. reliable IH equipment
you shouldn't have many problems But
if one does come up we want you to
know that we re standing by 7 days a
week, ready to help

A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at

the UK College of Agriculture
The length of time tax
. vegetables are stored, as sseli
as storage temperature on
humidity, affects the ;0,1,1
value _ as well as the eaniisi
quality. For that reason treL
vegetables should be st-oa. .
taking these things into
sideration, in order to saN,c
much of the original
value as possible

1H Stand By 7
tmerdenr, Weekend
Par!. •nd S•rrlte Support

If you are a novice at inakr
cheese fondue, renfernb, cut the French bread
served with it so that ('a,
piece has a portion of
Recipes for the cheese .1
sometimes neglect to ren,
cooks of this!

Carrier

Quality Service
Company, Inc.
- Heat tump and Air Conditioning
Specialists
Modern Sheet Metal Shop
*Superior Servic e On All Brands
*Free Estimate:
*Financing Available
For further information

753-3062

valleys Milk from the units
should enter the pipeline at the
top half of the line.
Vacuum fluctuation causes
udder irritation and udder
stress - and for that reason
milk pipelines should be below
the level of the udder or enter
weigh jars at approximately
udder height to eliminate the
fluctuation. "Raising milk
more than four.
,
feet above
udder height should be
avoided," the specialist
pointed out
Another guideline is to be
certain the vacuum level at
the teat end does not exceed 13
inches
with all
units
operating. In systems with
adequate pump capacity in
which bucket milkers, low
lines or Weigh jars are used,
the vacuum level at the pump
is quite similar to vacuum at
the teat end, while systems
where milk must be raised a
considerable height, the
vacuum level may need to be
higher at the pump than at the
teat end to maintain. adequate
performance.. Hess noted,
however, many machines with
; large vacuum, reserve and
little milk left are often set too
high, which results in lidder
stresk over a Icing period of
time,
Another good, general
recommendation is that the
• milking ratio, from milk
phase torestphase,should not
exceed 60 times per minute.
"Faster milking may-result in
emploY-ing wider milk to rest
ratios and faster pulsation,
but more stress is placed on
.the cow's udder by incrpased
possibility of overmilking,"
Hess explained.
Milk filtering is another

BENNIE JACKSON

Call Larry Wiseharl
753-9290

HI
4•141-1

Purchase

EQUIPMENT CO.INC.
Hwy. 94E Phone 753-1215
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40ILE attak
2 Notice

2 Notice
REDUCE SAFE and fast
. with Gobese Tablets and
E-Vap "water pills"
Holland Drugs, 109
South 4th.

SKATEBOARD
CONTEST
- Saturday, May 7,
9:30 a.m. Roy Stewart
Stadium Parking lot.
Sponsored by. the
Murray Kiwanis aub.
Application form will
appear in Thurs. purr.

HOUSE OF THOUSANDS, Murrays only
complete needle craft
shop. Fox Meadows
South 16th Street. 7533855. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays
and regular disdlay,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
publication.
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If You
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fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Humane Society

Medium

153-1441
753-1621
753-6952
753-933/

SW

(ANC)

153-5131
753-3994

Comprebensise
Care
Poison Control
Senior Citizens
Headline . .
Learn To Read .

753-66/2
753-7588
153-09/9
. 753-WEED
. 153-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times
WHAT WE do best is
care. Needline, 753-6333-

Large

One dozen free with
each 8 dozen purchase.
Open 4 a.m.

MURRAY
BAIT CO.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

E=31

CTIVCS
l 5

WATKINS
FOR
Contact
Products.
tiolman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

SANG
BANG
'BANG
BANG

,14.,.0.'C.

Drink Systems
N.L. Rowland
Refrigeration Sales
&Service
s-tals
is34.995
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THE RAIDERS
OF THE EASTERN
DARK ARE
FINISHED!

6. Help Wanted

ELECTRA LUX
AGAIN
offers
SPECIAL
PROGRAM
TO
COLLEGE STUDENTS For the eleventh
consecutive
year
Electra Lux is offering summer parttime or full time employment to college
students.
The
program
included
31000, 3750. and $500.
special awards for
selling a fixed
volumn of business.
Student participation
has continually increased in the summer
programs
totaling over $2
million. Interested
students may apply
at Ill South 6th
Street,
Paducah,
Kentucky or call 4436460.

GRILL COOKS. Apply in
person Triangle Inn.
ATTENTION
HOMEMAKERS.
Experienced
working
with other women in
party plan? MERRIMAC TOY SHOWS has
openings for Supervisors in your area. Hire
and train ladies to
demonstrate
Top
Quality toys and giftware. No investment, no
delivering or collecting.
. Call collect to Ann
.) Baxter, 319-556-8881 or
\_write MERRI-MAC, 801
Jackson, Dubuque,Iowa
52001.

SuSo.en,
...6c

Experienced
Diesel Mechanic
Contact
Personnel Manager,
Ryan Milk Company 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.,
Monday
through Friday.

LOSING THE BUDGET
Race? A business of
your own can help income keep up with
outgo. For less than
$50.00 gets you started.
Call 753-3763 and get the
whole story.
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-adaressed, stamped
envelope. TK ENTERPRISE, Box 21679,
Denver,CO.80221.

0AtSY, LET'S
SHOW DAI>17Y
THE NEW TRICK

1 TAUGHT YOU

WANTED: Secretary
with typing and shorskills;
thand
bookkeeping knowledge
helpful. Send resume
-with - handwriting
sample and salary
requirements to Box
32N.
DISHWASHER, full time
days. Call 753-2998.

A FAT LetT
..EXTIONARY
,2
GOOD IT'LL
J. 2EPLIGKJAN7
PO (.15 vLEFT A BILLION

POU_ARG ---

31

6 Help Wanted

16 Home Furnishings

Are you now in sales and can
not advance? Unable to
receive that well-eturned
promotion? Can you hire,
tram,and retsina sales farce?
Can you sell a Supplement to
Worlunen's Camp.? 1,741011w
Group Life or
Insurance? What advance
MIS1a0113 paid daily? V
renewals and over-write
your agent's production? We
specialize in group and franchise group life and cancer inSlIralliCt. Want to know more?
Write:
CITIZENS SECURITY
UR NISORANCI
P.O. Ku PM
Oweashere, 11 42301
Phseso1302) W-3131
MI replies strictly conftdential!

23 Exterminating
WA
ho
cle
de
3
Ion
I.

SPECIALS - If in need of
living room, bedroom,
or dining room furniture.See us before you
buy. Sale prices on
recliners and bedding.
. Call 753-1502, Carraway
Furniture, Iff N. 3rd.

,SALES
MANAGEMENT
mak fie hash

32 A
11.Vacuum Cleaners
TWO
fur
Call

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
'Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Maple Street. Rebuilt
vacuums, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.

LADY TO CLEAN house,
1 or 2 days per week.
Call 753-6870.
$200.00
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.
14. Want To Buy
USED BOTTLE drink
machine. Call 753-5399.
GLASS
PLATE
showcase, any size or
any condition. Call 7531836.
WOULD LIKE to buy a
few pieces of Royal
Tettau China. Number
1794 - Germany - U.S.
Zone. Phone 492-8380.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles For Sate

•406
.
4111,
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WE WISH TO express our
deepest appreciation to
our friends and relatives
for every act of kindness
shown us during the
illness and passing of
our loved one, Bun Ray.
A special thanks to Dr.
Clark and nurses of
Murray Hospital.
Thanks to the donors of
food and flowers, and
the comforting words of
Rev. Julian Warren,
Mrs. Oneida White and
the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home for their
services. The family of
Bun Ray

a ilez.

OH, DEAR--- MY
HAND IS STUCK
IN THE JAR
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it Pest Control
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Need Them:

ALL RIGHT. WHO'S
OUT THEREMAKING
ALL THAT NOISE?

THINK I'LL
SWIPE A CANDY

3 Card 01 Thanks

MATTHEW
2435
STATES: "Heaven' and
earth shall pass away,
but my words shall not
pass away." Do YOU
read the Bible? The
Bible is God's words to
man. For further information consult your
Bible,for assistance call
753-0984. (God does not
help those who help
themselves_)

Crosord Puzzler
ACROSS
1 House1:31d
pet
4 Undergarment
Poker stake
12 Possessive
pronoun
13 Girl's name
14 Den
5 Goes ahead
17 Sea eagles
18 Dinner
courses
19 Chemical
compound
21 CI0111
measure

--3•fialtylSalertarateo
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2 Notice

2 Notice
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SALE - ALUMINUM
ladders,6 ft step,$14.88.
20 ft. extension, $24.88.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
REBUILT
LAWN
mowers. $25 and up. K •
and H Repair, 94 East.
GRASS HOG cuts grass
and weeds with fish line:- Power by gasoline
engine. Only $149.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
CHAMPION
COMMERCIAL air compressor. With 55 gallon
tank. $600. Call 474-8855.
USED
12,000
BTU
Frigidaire air condition
and good Texas western
saddle. Call 753-6085.
IF CARPETS look dull
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
SHUTTERS - BLACK
plastic. Sizes 39 through
67 inches. Inquire at
Murray
Lumber
Company 104 Maple or
call 753-3161.
USED
AIR
CONDITIONER. We also buy
used air conditioners.
Dill Electric, 753-9104 or
753-1551.
SALE-ROTO shear grass
trimmer, model 2201.
Sale price,$49.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

ASSISTANT MANAGER
wanted. X-Cel Oil
Company of Murray.
$650 per month. Apply
Monday May 2nd between 6 a.m. and 2 p.m.
An equal opportunity
employer.

AQUA SPRING water
purifier from New
Medical Techniques.
Retail $120. Sell for $75.
Slightly used. Call 7536564.

WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.

KIRKSEY USED Furniture Store. Buy and
sell furniture, reupholstery and re-finish.
Call 489-2752.

_

16 Home Fiirnishings

AMERICAN
EARLY
living room suite. 30"
Tappan range. Call 4892453 after 6 p. m.

18. Sewing Machines
BROTHERS SEWING
machine, like new, with
foot pedal or knee pedal,
other attachments,
$75.00. Call 753-8309 after
1 p. m.
19 Farm Equipment
CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
200 GALLON41 row boom
sprayer. Three point
hitch. Call 753-5499 or
- 753-9610.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1.444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
20 Sports Equipment
SUPER- SLICK, low
profile new 1977 Apollo
jet boats. Call 527-1436
days or 527-8814 nights.
Located at Edwards
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th,
Benton, Ky.
18 FT. CONVERTIBLE
cruiser with 125 h.p.
outboard motor. Must
-sacrifice moving out of
state. Priced to sell
quickly. Call 753-2957.
HOUSE BOAT. Call 7538056.
FOR
SALE:
14'
CHEROKEE bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
16' FIBERGLASS boat, 7
ft. wide, $150 or will
trade. One 14' aluminum
fishing boat, 10 h.p.
--Evinrude motor. $495".
One 8 foot plywood skiff.
$25. Call 436-5570.
POOL
TABLES,
Comercial, 800 lb., slate
bed, delivered and set
up with all equipment.
From $650.00. Seven
models on display many
others available. Also
coin operated tables.
Milan Pool Tables Sales.
901-686-1177.,
14 FT. ALUMINUM Vbottom boat. 10 h. p.
Johnson motor and
trailer. $550. Call 7535287 or see at 1310 Doran
Rd.

I

1976 Sleek Craft
Sportster boat, 18
ft. 435 Olds
motor. Can be
seen at Carl's Corner or call 7539916. For sale or
trade.

112 H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35 h.p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.
22 Musical
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball arl
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

24 Miscellaneous
SALE • TILLEM chain
drive with B and S
engines. 3 h.p., $179.95.
h.p. $199.95. Wallin
Hardware,Paris.

34 I
TH •
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fro
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SALE -SMOKE ALARMS
battery operated by
Water-Pik. $29.95.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
SINGER ZIG ZAG sewing
machine, color T,V.,
black and white T.V.,
Toy Poodle, black occasion chair, rabbits.
Call 354-8619.
072 MERCURY COMET
- low mileage. Stereo
Advent speakers,
Pioneer turntable,
Mira= amplifier. Call
753-6286.

FO •
re
so
Ma
Ca

FO
20
7

DRESSERS, poster beds,
chest, chifferobes, odd
tables, dinette, rollaway bed, dish cabinet,
old buffet, office desks,
apartment range,
refrigerator, 19700
Catalina Pontiac, tiller,
headache rack. Call 7531502 or 7534860.

FO •
.•.
ho
ga
dei
ml
pu

FIREPLACE enclosure
with glass doors and
mesh drawn screen. All
sizes and finishes.
$88.88. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

S

aV:

37

$47

NIC
gi

CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26. TV-Radio
WANTED SOMEONE to
take up small monthly
payments on color TV. J
& B Music, Murray,
Kentucky. Call 753-7575.
FOR SALE - Fanon CB
Radio - 23 Channel.
Signal Kicker antenna
brand new. $60. Call 7538769 after 5:00.

27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 CHAMPION 24 x 60,3
bedroom, 2 baths,
central air-heat. Partially furnished. Call
489-2181.
1974 LAFAYETTE 12 x
65. Two bedroom, 2
baths, washer and
dryer. Super nice. See at
Riviera Cts. or call 7533280.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
• bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 50 Mobile Home.
Good condition, furnished, air conditioner..
Mobile Home Village,
Phone 753-3895 or 7533482.
TRAILER SPACE for
rent out in country. Call
753-0865.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
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31 Want To Rent

31 livestock

WANTED TO rent - sultan
house trailer, spotless
clean, no bugs. Want
delivery and set up. For
3 months or possibly
longer, 436-2308 or 7536068.

43 Real Estate

Insurance and Rao/

Cattle Sale every Wednesday.* Will inspect
your cattle on your
farm. Contact Bobby
Whitford or Jerry Pendergrass

Estate Agency, Inc.
7/2 Soveh IllWeal
Pima.7534243

247-1312 or
83-11121

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS: One or 2
:bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartment. South 16th
Street, Murray. 753-6609.
BEDROOM
ONE
apartment, all carpeted,
range, refrigerator,
disposal, private patio.
Call 753-7550.
34 Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM, two
bath brick home, with
large back yard and
garden plot. One block
from Campus. Available
June 1, 1977. Call 7534678.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.

re
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MEAT TYPE HOGS.
38 Pets

Supplies

ALL BREED grooming.
AKC
Miniature
Schnauzer puppies.
Hidden Valley Kennels,
435-4481.
AKC REGISTEREDDalmation and Beagles,
puppies and grown dogs.
Reasonably priced. Call
492-8861.
BEAUTIFUL
PEKINGESE - , show
dogs, male and female, 3
years old. Also 1 male
Pekingese 8 months old.
Beautiful
AKC
registered
Schnauzer
puppy,9 weeks old. Call
753-4469 after 6 p.m.

PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each. Call 1-5277880.

ST LISTED.:: Business
building suitable for
clean-up _shop or repair
shop. For additional
income, listing also
includes apartment and
mobile homes. Excellent income property.
For further information,
call
Loretta
Jobs
Realtors ... 753-1492.

FOR LEASE - four
bedroom, 2 bath, trick
hone -with
double
garage,
nicely
decorated in
Farmington. Lease- OWNERS WANT OFFER
on
this
recently
purchase
option
redecorated 3 bedroom
available. Call 345-2745.
home with fireplace,
located 5 minutes from
37 livestock Supplies
Murray. Extra large lot
goes with house. Loris
HORSE.
year
7
SADDLE
perfect for horses or
old Gelding. Also saddle.
garden area. Owners
$475. Call 436-5356 or 492are moving and anxious
8685.
to sell. Excellent opportunity for fine buy on
NICE CROSS BRED open
a quality home. Phone
gilts, Hampshire,
Kopperud Realty 753Duroc, and Yorkshire.
1222 for more inAlso boars. Call 753-9390.
formation.

I

) ill 114141

4114.

Bankroll Card
Punt lied This Week
Jim Adams Food Liners

,
5.
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-2:Watch Repair and jewelry Re-pair
Stone Setting
-2,- Prompt Service

Furches Jewelry
113S. 4th

753-2835
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TWO ACRES of good
pasture land with a 1968
mobile home in top
shape. Equipped with
underpinning, hurricane
straps, porches and air
condition. Plus a 2 year
old well and septic tank.
- Also new block barn.
One Rifle West, of
Kirksey. Would be a
beautiful- building site.
All is priced to sell. Call
489-2760 or 489-2598.
18 ACRES with 3 bedroom
frame house. On state
line, in Tennessee. Call
days - 492-8187, nights 498-8563.

804 Coldwater
Road
PRICE REDUCED-A good opportunity
for business and a four bedroom nice
apartment. Washer, dryer and 2 air con-ditioners. Gas heat. One block from
college campus. 753-4701.

"SAVOR 114E AROMA."
46 Homes For Sale

49, Used Cars &

NEW
BRICK
nome
beautiful wooded lot ot.
Highway 641 2/
1
2 miles
North of Hardin. Two
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
Call 527-1087.
MODERN well kept 4
bedroom
home on
acreage, 3 miles from
Murray. Fruit trees,
garden and plenty of
- shade. Low 313`s. Call
753-7620.
EXCEPTIONALLY
NICE house for starter
or retirement. Enjoy
country living, 2 miles
from. _town in this 2
bedroam, brick with
large' Yard, big kitchen,
spacious living dining
room with fireplace.
Central heat and air.
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140.

NEW LISTING 4 miles
from Murray. This 2
bedroom home is in good
condition and priced to
sell quick. $13,900.
Contact
Kopperud
Realty 753-1222 for fulltime competent real
estate service.

THREE
BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. CA
436-5434.

- FIRST TIME OFFERED
- Lovely 3 bedroom
brick veneer home on
large well landscaped
lot in East Y Manor
Subdivision. This
quality home has central electric heat and
air, large den with
fireplace, separate
dining room, 2 baths,
carpeting throughout.
Buy for le-Os than
replacement
cost.
$35,000. Call or come by
104 N. 12th, BOYD
MAJORS
REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.

220 ACRE FARM only 2
miles from Ky. Lake.
Suitable for row crop or
cattle. Good access.
Many fine building sites.
John c: Neubauer
'Realtor, 505 Main,
Murray, 753-0101 or 7537531.

THREE
BEDROOM
BRICK home with 12
acres and permanent
pasture and fence. Has a
real nice barn. A good
well and small block
building.
In
good
location, 11
/
2 miles
Northeast of
Ne*
Providence, on
a
blacktop road. For more
information call 4365327.

,4,...•••.•••-•

MOVING MUST SELL.
'1971 Bridgestone 350
GTO. good shape.
Reasonable. Call 7674470.
1974 YAMAHA 360 MX in
good condition. Phone
435-4383.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.
49 Used Cars 41 Lucks
1973
CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block errgine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 437-4606
after 4 p. m. if no answer, call 354-8222.
1972 SILVER DATSUN
240 Z. Call 753-7322.
:
1965 INTERNATIONAL
pickup, good condition.
Phone 753-7997.

1969 FORD PICKUP
TRUCK. Call Ralph
Darnell 753-3917 after 4
p.m.
1975 RENEGADE Jeep.
Low mileage, extra
clean. Call 7534532.
1969 OPAL. Has 4 new
tires, and in pod condition. Call after 5. 7538227.
-1967 FALCON, 170 motor,
good shape. $100. Can be
seen at 5 Points AN1CO,
753-9189.

1957 SIX CYLINDER
Ford
pickup
with
camper. Good condition.
Call 753-3557 or 753-2424.

41.Motorcycles
TELEPHONE 7511061

Trucks

.
_
1974 OLDS Omega. Six
cylinder, 3 speed, radio.
41,300 Miles. $1650. Call
753-0637.

South 12th at Sycamore

46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER - 3 bedroom
brick near college. Low
,30's. Two baths, carpet,
central air and heat.
Call 753-7166 after 4 p.
m.

talS.

for
all

QUIET
COUNTRY
LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,
nice kitchen and family
room, refrigerator and
built-in range. Paved
driveway and paved
basketball court. A nice
comfortable home at a
reasonable price.
$29,500. Contact Guy
Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.

FIIIEE ESTIMATES
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OUTSTANDING
4
bedroom
home
in
Canterbury Estates ,
Home has many .outstanding features, including large den with
wood burning fireplace,
formal dining room,
_large
bedrooms,
exquisite design and
decor throughout. Phone
Kopperud Realty 7531222.

QUALITY REALTY CO.
337 N. Poplar, laatoa,ty,
527-1441
/Arm Calloway Cowin
437.4151

Phone: Barry Rose Insulation
753-6403

50 Campers
51 Services Offered
13 FT. SCOTTY camper. WILL
BABYSIT in my
Two burner gas stove, home for
infant.s 1 year
sink,, icebox, electric or
or under. Call 767-2555.
gas lights, plenty of
pantry and closet space. LYONS
BROTHERS
Crank out windows with
Custoyn Dozer work. No
screens. Sleeps 3. Good job too
big or too small.
condition. $850 or best Call Jimmy
and L. W.
offer. Call 753-8124.
(Dub) Lyons, 474-2264.

Wilson

MOW! PIKS POI INTWIt

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
apartment
Call 753-4331.
_

.
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Supplies

FARMERS LIVESTOCK

32 Apartments For Rent
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WRECKER FOR SALE.
Holmes 600 type, 1970
model in,y excellent
condition Ind,complete
station and- office
equipment. 1036 Mineral
Wells Ave., Paris, Tenn.
Day phone 901-642-0143,
night 901-642-2693.
1973 DODGE 4-door, all
power, air, local car,
good condition.
Reasonable price. Call
753-5924 or 753-1681.

1968 EL DORADO. Nice
$1050. Call 753-8124.
1971 V.W. Super Beetle.
New tires fiixtra sharp.
;895:C4,753-7581 after 4
p.m.

1969 CHEVY. Has new
motor. Call 753-4716.
1974 CJ5 JEEP for sale.
Call 753-8674 after.6 p.m.
1976 TOYOTA Celick lift
back, 5 speed, air, AMFM Stereo, excellent
condition. Call 1-898,1900.
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra
clean. Call 753-0698.
1972 FORD LTD. Four
door
hardtop. Air
condition, all power.
$1200. Call 753-0855.
1969 GRAND PRIX. Nice
car. $750. Call 753-5566.
1972 PLYMOUTH Gold
Duster - 6 cylinder automatic. Has Rocket
wheels and new.set of
white letter tires.
$950.00 Phone 1-3546217.
1968 CAMARO heeds
work. Call 767-2612 between 5 and 7 p. m.

'1975 MONTE CARLO,red
with "2 black roof. Tilt
wheel, AM-FM, rockets
or stock viheeLs. Spare
never dow. Can 753975..
. •
1976 GRAND PRIX sj
10,000 actua: mires. Like
new. Call 753-4705.
1968 VW - or<inge, good
tires, gm,r! condition.
$750. call
4015. Only
interested
lerS.

SMALL SIZE dozer- ideal
for spreading, leveling,
backfilling. Call 753-7370
or 753-7570.

(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

()mars
Fire
753-1441

REFINISHING &
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE

Police

502-492-8837

753-1621

Hwy.641-6 miles South
Jerry McCoy,Owner & Operator

Taber's Body
Shop
24 Hour Wrecker Ser-

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

vice

753-3134
753-6177
1301 Chestnut Murray.

Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

1974 VEG :utomatic
with air. V295. 1971
Datsu^
wagon
automat], 1950. Call
489-2595

753-3914

1974 PINTO SQUIRE
wagon. (i 753-6848
after 6. Must sell.

Prompt, dependable
Three
service.
bulldozers to serve
you

1976 20' PROWLER
'camper a.th Reese
hitch. Sua
control,
jacks and I V. antenna/4.
Fully self. contained.
Call 492-879e

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route,2,,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
of any kind. Phone 7539753.

Dial-A-Service

100S. 13th St.
Murray. K'.

50 Campers

51 Services Offered

NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling.. Call 7534707.
-

17,2 FT.SELF contained.
WILL DO any kind of
Nice and reasonable. MOBILE HOME ANhauling, also garbage in
Call 436-2718 after 5 p.m. CHORS, underpinning,
country. At the lowest
awnings, and roofs
prices. Call 753-9685.
seated. Call
Jack
WHITES CAMPER
Glover,
753-1873
CARPE
after
5
T
CLEANI
SALES loCated 4 miles
NG
WILL HAUL lime, white
or weekends.
experienced,
East of Murray, on
very
rock,
sand,
and
reasonable rates,
Highway 94 toward Kendecorati
rock.
ve
Call
HAVIN
refere
G TROUBLE
nces, free
Lake. Authorized Fan
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
getting those small
estimates. Quick drying.
and Star Craft dealer.
753-4545.
Call
753-5827
plumbin
g
or
753-9618.
jobs done?
Clean used campers.
Then call 753-6614.
Open 7 days per week.
PAINTING interior and
SERVICE
QUALITY
Call 753-0605.
exterior. Commercial or
PAINTING INTERIOR
Company Inc. Air
residential. Also drywall
and exterior, by the hour
condition sales and
TRAILER, camper.
free
finishing
for
or
jab.
Modern
sheet
service.
For
free
estimate,
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
Atkins
estimate
Phone
.
departm
call 753-8343 or 753-2467.
ent.
metal
Painting, 437-4534.
51. Sermes Offered
Larry Wisehart,
President. Phone 753HOME
COLSON
ELECTRIC GET YOUR
9290.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
treated for termites for
ANT) Plumbing. Clent
and custom combining.
$150.00.
than
less
Colson, licensed elecFOR YOUR SEPTIC
Call 753-8090.
Bonded and licensed.
trician and licensed
TANK and backhoe
Termite
Wards
Call
master plumber. Almo,
53. Feed And Seed
work needs call John
Company,
Control
Ky. 7534549.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
Mayfield, 247-3023 or
20 BUSHEL OF certified
436-2586.
Fulton, 472-2928. Free
FENtE SALES AT
York Bean Seed. $12.00
Inspection.
SEARS now. Call Doug
bushel. Call 436-2149
HAUL
LIME
WILL
or
Taylor at 753-2310 for
after 6 p.m.
,FOR A FREE estimate
white rock or sand. Call
free estimates for your
on all stump removal.
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
needs.
54 Free Column
Contact K antS Stump
753-4545.
Removal, 435-4343 pr
FREE
- Three eight
GUTTERING
BY
753-9490.
week
old
puppies. ShortSEARS, Sears seamless
AERIAL APPLICATION
haired. Will be medium
gutters installed per
- Fertilizing, seeding,
sized. Call 345-2794.
ELECyour specifications. Call LICENSED
herbicides
and
TRICAN
prompt
efDoug Taylor at 753-2310pesticides. Battles Ag.
ficient service. NO job
for free estimates.
Service. Call 489-2414 or
FREE -- Mother and
too small. Call Ernest
901-642-0712.
seven pups. Border.
White, 753-0605.
GLASS WORK, mirrors,
Pups are /eh
aluminum store 'fronts,
ELECweeks 041. Will make
DOZER, LOADER, LICENSE
adto glass, plexiglass,
TRICIAN and gas inlovely
backhoe work, Grading,
pets.
Were
plate and window glass.
stallation
do"
will
abandoned
hauling, and bush.
and
M and G Complete
plumbing, heating and
desperately' need Nunes
hogging.
Free
Glass,753-0180.
sewer cleaning. Call 753as soon as possible. Call
estimates. Call 436-71R2.
,
7203.
753-3945,
L & M Blacktoppuig, seal
coating and repairs. For &IRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clearone room at
estimates call 753-1537.
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
The City of Murray Street Department Will
will clean the hallway
ELECTRICAL WIRING
receive bids until May 10, 1977, 5:00 p.m. on the
free,
limit
4
x
10. A 10' x
home and industrial, air
following
items:
.10' room would only be
conditioning, and
1. Concrete for 5, 5/
1
2 and 6 bag mix per cubic
$8.00. Call Mike Hutrefrigeration, heating.
yard (Concrete willconsist of Size 68 A,ggregate)
chens, 753-0359.
Call 474-8841.
2. White Rock - DGA - N3 - 057 - 078.-1M - Mem_phis Rip,Rap (Bid to include a delivered to site
ROY
HARMO
DRIVEWAYS
Nroa
white
and pick-up at plant price Per ton
Cabinets, Remodeling,
rocked. Sand and lime
3. Curbs and Gutters per Linear Foot t-Design
Mill work, Furniture
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
specifications may be obtained in the City
repair,
763-8381.
combination
Clerk's office, City- Hall Building. Concrete will
windows and doors. Call
consist of size 68 atgregate or smaller and 51
/
2
INSULATION BLOWN in
753-4124.
bag mix
by Sears save an these
Ray Clark
high heat and cooling K AND H REPAIR - 94
Superintendent
bills. Call D‘g Taylor
East. Phone 753-3323.
City of Murray Street
Lawn mower and small
at 753-2310 for free
Department
estimates.
engine. 1 day service.

1976 SILVERADO
Chevy, 12 - tr. Body
white with red pin
stripes. Tilt wheel, air,
sliding rear window,
chrome bumpers and
chrome Rally wheels,
CB radio, dual exhaust.
Extra, Extra nice. good
gas mileage. Call 4928320 after 6 p.m.
1970
AMBASSADOR,
automatic, power
steering and brakes.
$600 or best offer. Call
between 4 and 6, 4365557.

51 Services Offered

Bulldozing

753-1959
474-2264
Steven Alexander
L.W. Lyons

753-5397

Radio Cab co.

Taxi Cab

Service
Apendable
trarisp.,rtati,g,
anytime. anyplace

Mon.-Sat.
6 00 c2

112S 4th St
Murray. Ky

Phone

00 p m

753-5351

RECTRICAtWIRING

RADIO, TELEVISION L CB
RADIO REPAIR SERVICE

474-8841
Anderson
Electric Inc.
We con do (opehort
L Nemo& Warrant, Service
Hoy 94 lost
7.,,.. to 9 p..
Teiers . Wed.
mod More. 9 a. es. ts 10 p w.
In end Sot Closod Sun semi

ElECIRICAl ,
WIRING

Quality Service
Company
753-9290

Residential &

Commercial, residential, industrial Si
Refrigeration
We service all brands,t1

474-8841

474-8841

Anderson
Electric, Inc.

Anderson
Electric, Inc.

Inferpor or Ex'poor

Painting
Quality Work
Reasonable Prices

Donald E.
Robinson
Po,fing Cqnfror tor
Rt. 1, Weeny, Ry.
nr Fret- Ksttmat,

753-8333

.:'ori,'r EI
installations
& Service

Paper
Hanging
Painting

753-0961
Residences,
commercial. Canvasing.
Bill Houghton. Rte 6,
Box 68

Hinman's
Rentals
1401.11•
sorbs., IIVIO f.e II et
pore, end concrete tool, semi
etc

753-5703
002 N 18th Street
Murray.
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Mrs. Hopkins Dies
At Local Hospital
Mrs. Louise Hopkins died
Thursday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She AvaaWyears ot-age and_a
resident of Hickman.
Born September 5, 1922, at
Fulton, she was the daughter
of Mrs. Effie Cartwright
Hopkins of Hickman, who
survives, and the late Joe
Hopkins.
Mrs. Hopkins is survived by
her mother, and one son,
Jimmy Martin, Hickman; one
daughter,
Mrs.• Peggy
Vaughn, Union City, Tn.; one
brother, Lawrence Hopkins,
Alexandria, Va.; three sisters,
Pearl Hopkins, Mrs. Ivy
Bynum, Louisville, and Mrs.
Edna Melugan, Humboldt,
Tn.; two grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Chaney Funeral
Home, Hickman, with the
Rev. James iJizel officiating.
Burial was in the Hickman
City Cemetery.

Funeral ser v ices for
William Triplett of Murray
Route Four were held Sunday
at two p.m. at the chapel of the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Coy Garrett and
the Rev.. R. J. Burpoe officiating. Mrs. Quiller Knight •
was the organist.
Pallbearers were Joe
Carraway, Ralph Robertson,
Skip Neale, Charlie Kimbro,
Quiller Knight, and A. 0.
Woods. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Triplett, age 93, died
Thursday at 2:10 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. He
was a retired ...farmer and a
member of the Good Shepherd
United Methodist -Church.
Born April 14, 1884, in Tennessee, he was the son of the
late John and Elizabeth
Carter,Triplett.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ina Jones Triplett, Murray
Route Four; one son, James
W. Triplett and his wife, Kay,,Berkley, Mich.; two granddaughters, Mrs. Paul, Fabio, Final rites for Wesley
England, and - Mrs.Michael Miller, age 78, Mayfield, are
Boyle, Arizona; two great being held today at two p. m.
grandchildren, Allison and at the New Liberty Baptist
a Jeffrey Fatiio; sisier-in-law, Church, where he was a
Mrs. Ea Sprugeon, Allen member with the Rev. Les
Park, Mich.
Morgan and the Rev. Joe
Bagwell officiating. Burial
will be in the New Liberty
Cemetery with grandsons as
pallbearers.
Mr. Miller died Saturday at
The funeral for Adolph 7:20
a. m. at the Community
Mason of Mayfield Route Five
Hospital, Mayfield. He was a
is being held today at one p. m.
retired farmer.
at the chapel of the Linn
Survivors include four sons;
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Willie G., Farmington, James
the Rev. Ira Henderson of-.
H. Mayfield Route Four,
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Richard W., Water Valley
New Home Cemetery.
Route One, and Phillip, Royal
Mr. Mason, age 61, died Oak,
Mich.; four daughters,
Saturday at 12:10 a. m. at the
Mrs. Jimmy Ashlock, Mrs.
Community
Hospital, Odell
Smith,. and Mrs. A. 0.
Mayfield. He was a retired
Smith, Mayfield, and Mrs.
farmer and a member of the
Clayton Thompson, Canmer;
New Home Baptist Chureh.; two
sisters; Mrs.- Dolly Reed He is survived by his wife, and Mrs.
Rayburn Britton,
Mrs. Mafalda Mason; three Mayfield;
thirty-five granddaughters, Mrs. Barbara children;
twenty-eight great
Driver, Benton Route Seven, grandchil
dren.
Mrs.
Edwards,
Judy
Mayfield, and Miss Vickie
Mason, Mayfield Route Five;
one son, Randy Mason
Mayfield Route Five; two
Harold Forth of 228 North
sisters, Mrs. Zelrna Tynes, Fifth Street, Mayfield, died
at
Mayfield Route Five, and his home. His body was found
Mrs. Ernestine Stroud, North Friday. He was 54 years of age
Pekin, Ill.; four brothers, Rex, and a retired meat cutter.
Farmington Route One,
Survivors include two
Jewell Lee and Leonard, daughters, Mrs. Betty
Ann
Detroit, Mich., and Felix, Garland, Kirksey, and Mrs.
California.; seven grand- Nancy Ellen Ingram,
Murray;
children.
two sons, David Edward
Forth, Gilbertsville Route
Two, and Timothy Forth,
Murray Route Two; three
grandchildren.
The funeral services were
held Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Willard Davis officiating.
FILM, FLASH CUBES,
Pallbearers were Jimmy
CAMERAS, FRAMES
Crick, Jerry Mohler, Magness
Artcroft Studios
Beach, Rob6rt Ingram, Ray
11 II St. 12tk 753-0035
Boron, and Terry Ray. Burial
Fres Parking At Mier Door
was in the New Liberty
Church Cemetery.

.rmal Rites Today
For Wesley Miller

Harold Forth Dies
At Mayfield Home

Pryorsburg Kentucky

Welcomes you to dine with them each Tuesday
through Saturday night.

The approximately three hundred members of the Calloway County
HomemaCe-is
Clubs will observe May 1-7 as Kentucky Homemakers Association Week
The local
clubs will have a display at the Calloway County Public Library and will
have other activities throughout the week. Calloway County judge Robert 0. Miller
signs the
proclamation while Mrs. N. P. Cavitt, right, and Mrs. Dan &mien, left,
president and
.sice-president respectively of the Calloway County Homemakers Club
Council, observe his signing,

May Fellowship Day Planned At
South Pleasant
May Fellowship Day will be
observed by Murray and
Calloway County Women of
Church Women United on
Friday, May 6, 10:30 a.m. at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. The
program will be followed by a
potluck luncheon. Nur'sery
service will be provided.
Planning is underway by the
committee with Mrs. Kent
Wisehart of the host church as
chairman. Other members of
the committee are Toni Jones,
Jeanne Lindsey, I.udie Milan
and Nell Eaton.
Since the first May
Fellowship Day in 1933, it has
been traditional for church
women to come together on
the first Friday in May to
emphasize the,sEgative and
healing relations that are
possible among people in the
2,000 communities where
Church Women United is
organized in local units. These
include Protestant, Roman
Catholic, and Orthodox
women of various ethnic and
economic backgrounds. In
local units women will explore
ways of relating to other
human beings to increase the
ability to reflect God's will on
earth, a spokesman said.
A special feature of thelocal
observance will be a film
presentation
by
the
superintendent of the Pee Wee
Valley Correctional Institution.
An' observance of the
Fellowship of the Least Coin
will also be observed. The
women of the various member
churches are asked to share in
a fellowship of prayer for
women in every part of the
world and to set aside a penny
as a symbol of this covenant.
The treasurer or other
representative of the women
of each church is asked to
bring the sum of the pennies
from her organization to May
Fellowship Day for this
special collection.
Church Women United in
nations around the world
partiapate in this Fellowship
of the Least Coin, and an international committee approves grants in the name of
the whole fellowship for such
projects ag evangelism,

service, and ecumenical
fellowship among women.
Mrs. William P. Mullins,
C'WU president, extends a
welcome to all church women
to attend.
The Ecurnentical Triennial
Assembly of Church Women
United will be held July 7-10 at
Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Indiana. For information about reservations.
call Lillian Graves, publicity'
Chairman, '/53-7237.

Baptist Church
Holding Youth
Week Activities

Band Boosters To
Meet On Tuesday
The Muiray High School
Band Boosters Club will meet
Tuesday, May 3, at 7:30 p.m.
at the band room of the school.
Final
selection
of
chaperones for the Wisconsin
band trip will be completed
and all members and interested persons are urged to
aftend, a spokesman said.

The Calloway County
Athletic Boosters Club will
meet at the library of
Calloway County High School
on Tuesday, May 3, at 7:30

p m.

Donald Dowdy, president,
urges all members- and inThe First Baptist Church is
terested persons to attend. A
holding special youth week
discussion as to new officers of
activities this week. The youth
the club will be held.
events opened Sunday, May 1,
when the youth were in charge
of all activities of the church.
Youth pastors for Sunday
were Bill Wilson who
preached at 10:45 a.m., and
Steve Hussung who preached
at seven p.m. Dar= Shipley
John Houston, grandson of
served as minister of
education, Lisa Francis as Mrs. John Houston of Murray
minister of music, and Mitzi Route Three, will be presented
Cathey as minister of youth in a piano recital for
and activities. The youth requirements
of
the
taught the Sunday School Bachelor's of Music in Perclasses, led in both worship formance at Murray State
services, and had after church University, on Monday, May
fellowship at the Francis' 2, at 8:15 p. m. in the Recital
Hall Annex of the Price Doyle
home.
Climaxing the week's events Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Houston will be playing
,will be the concert by
"Dogwood" from Nashville, compositions by Chopin,
Tn., on Friday, May 6, at 7:30 Debussy, and Liszt. He is a
p.m. in the church activities piano student of Prof. Thomas
building. Ron Elder and Steve Baker, and is the son of J. Ft
Chapman comprise the group Houston and Mrs. P. E. Wylie
whose music is a mixture of of Paducah.
rock, gospel, and country.
Tickets are one dollar each
and are available from the
Federal State Market News Service May
youth council members.
2,197
Other activities throughout Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Includes 7 Buying Stations
the week include Youth Report
Receipts: Act. 1263 Est. 400 Barrows &
Council and Youth Staff Gilts fully .50 higher Sows _50-1.00 Higher
236.25-38.50
US 1-2 200-230 lbs
supper at the Cathey hoirie on U$
638.00-38.25
1-3 200-240 lbs. .
Tuesday; youth led prayer US 2-4 240-200lbs.
937.50-38.00
836.75-37.75
US 3-4 260-21101bs
service at seven p.m. on Sows
831.50-32.50
Wednesday; and Youth-Adult US 1-2770-3501bs
1.3300-430 lbs
232.50-33.50
Recreation night at the US
450-650
1-3
US
lbs 233 50
,
34.00 few 34.50
recreational hall of the church US 2-3 300-500
00-31.50
Boars 21.00-33.00
on Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
Over 300 lbs.- 23.00-25.50

-

Pap Smear Clinic
Planned May 9
At Health Center
A Pap Smear clinic will be
held at the Callaway County
Health Center on Monday,
May 9, from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m.
This clinic is open to all
women and for an appointment call 753-3381.
Health Center officials said
persons desiring a pap smear
should wear a dress, not
douche for two days prior to the test, and if any bleeding
should cancel the ttppointment.
The center is located at
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.

The torpedo fish, of the sane
family as skates and rays hi,:
an advantage over its crusins.
It can turn on an elect,'ic current at will, using this shock
apparatus to stun or kir 'he
smaller animals it eats as well
as to protect itself.

Hog Market

You will enjoy the menu of

Fried Catfish

Menus for the week of May 2
.to 6for the Murray City School
lunchrooms have
been
released by Glenda Jeffrey,
food services director, as
follows:
MURRAY HIGH — Monday
- bar-b-qued chicken on bun or
corn dog, cookie; Tuesday pizza or roast beef, cake;
Wednesday - spaghetti or
ravioli; Thursday - taco or hot
dog, plum cobbler; Friday fish or grilled cheese,
chocolate square. A variety of
fruits and vegetables are
available to choose from
daily, along with hamburgers,
chef salads, or cold plates
daily.
MURRAY MIDDLE —
Monday - bar-b-qued chicken
on bun or hot dog, cake;
Tuesday - pizza or hamburger,
cookie: Wednesday - spaghetti
or hot dog, cookie; Thursday tacos or hamburger, cookie;
Friday - sloppy Joe or hot doe,
cake, A choice of fruits and
vegetables are available
daily.
CARTER AND ROBERTSON — Monday - hot dog,
pinto beans, slaw, and cookie
at Robertson, chicken a is
king, green beans, peaches,
and cookie at Carter; Tuesday
- spaghetti, tossed salad,
Qrange _ _half, brown bread;
Wednesday - sloppy joe, corn,
pears, cake; Thursday hamburger, round abouts,
fruit jello, ice cream; Friday sack lunch, pimento cheese,
potato chips, banana, cookie,
and raw vegetable.

Advert,sers
ore
requested to check the
first inserhon Of ads for
correction
• This
newspaper w.lt be
respons,ble for only
one incorrect msertIon
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
ly SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
PTLY ihi. CASE OF AN
ERROR

MMS BANDS WIN—Charlissa Ford, left, Seventh Grade
Signal Major, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Ford, and
Valerie Wynn, Eighth Grade Signal Major, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Wynn, show the trophies the
Murray Middle School Bands received by winning top
honors at the Paris I,sh Fry Parade, Paris, Tn., on Friday.
Sixteen bandOwere entered in Class C, the class in
which the middle.achool, elementary, and junior high
bands were judged. The Eighth Grade Band, directed by
James light, was awarded first place, and the Seventh
Grade Band, directed by Frank Schwab, was awarded
second in their division. This is the fifth consecutive year
that the MMS Band earned first place in this parade and
the second time the Seventh Grade Band had placed
second to the Eighth Grade Band. The Sixth Grade Band
attended as a field trip but did not perform. The bands
also received prize money. All three MMS Bands will
parade at the Murray "Band-O-Rama to be held Thursday, May 26, at Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray State
University. On this special night the Murray High School
Band will present a preview performance of the rotAine
they will perform at the March Bands of America
National Championships in early June.

Prices of dock of local interest at noon
EDT, today', furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray,are as follows:

-Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M.Simon Co.are as follows:
+0-17..

Heublein Inc
McDonalcts Corp
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W.R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec
GAF Corp.
Georgia Pacific
Prim
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

Airco
23% -/
3
4
Am. Motors
30% unc
Ashland OLI
..,,y
7.
A. T.& T
.......44% unc
Ford Motor
'
53% -1
Gen
30% unc
Gen
ors
26N -ki
Gen. Tire
64 -%
Goodrich
11% -Si
Gulf Oil
31% unc
Petuswall
Wre -4 Quaker
33 +'4
Republic Steel
15% +4 Singer mfg
34% Ai
TIPP=
16% -k4
Western Union
Zenith Radio

J. H. Churchill Funeral Home

Choice of

Steaks, Country Nam, Shrimp, Fried Rabbit, and Oysters(when in season)
Don & Roses, the only family restaurant to feed
children 12 and under

.

FREE, yes, FREE

(Seating Capacity 145)

Yes, Vegetable plates served for noon
meal on Tuesday through Friday.
Open 6 a.m. for breakfast, Tuesday through
Friday. Closed Sunday and Monday.

Old 45 Hwy
Miles South of Mayfield
Pryorsburg, Kentucky
Phone 376-9958
Bring this ad with you get $1.00 off on
- each large fish plate onlorred any night
through May 31st. Only one ad needed
regardless ofnurnber in your group.

NEW PTO OFHCERS—Newly installed officers
of the Murray High School ParcntTeachers Organization include from left Mrs, Sue
secretary; Mrs. Carolyn
Bras"haw, president, and Mrs. Marilyn McCuistio Outland,
n, vice-president. Mrs. Linda Jones,
treasurer, was not present at the meeting
Thursday because of illness. Mrs. Frances
Johnson, president for two years, presided at
the annual pot-luck dinner and installation Thursday night at the cafeteria. Principal
Ray Reeves and Assistant Principal
John Hina thanked the organization for their
support this year. Mrs. Clara Humphrey
- installed the officers. Outgoing officers include
Mrs. Johnson; Mrs. Marilyn McCuistion,
vice-president Mrs.Sue Outland, secretary, and Dr.
William Grady,treasurer.

zys -vs

Some of our youth find it difficult to understand or
believe the gloomy truth about the dreadfuldepression
•
of some 40 years ago. Bread was a nickel a loaf. Two to
five dollars fed families for a week with tolerable
ficiency. Cigarettes cost a dime. Lots of people suf'relied
their own' IF they could budget the pennies needed
'For the makings'. savings disappeared. Homes were
lost. Jobs were scarce,almost impossible to find. When
a man was lucky enough to find a job, his spirit, if
not
his voice exclaimed,"I made it. I made it."
Parents and elders naturally made mistakes in those
days. People since then have made and are still
making mistakes. It does no good now, any more than
it did then, to ceremoniously condemn others, and
particularly parents and elders for unhappy, messed
up,
miserable situations in our world today. It does no
good
now any more than it did then to blame others
for our
environment or inherited problems. ALL of us, young
and old alike, MUST strive together to solve our
common problems. It is a leSsop ALL of us must
relearn
from the past.

201 South 3rd
753-2411

all you can eat)

32 -Si
4% unc
34 +4
63 +%
56% +%
51% 'Si
60% +%
77% 4%
2IPAI /
3
4
MN As
36% Ali
21% unc
31% '-34.
21% -t-ts
10% we
17% +4

Now Taking Applications
At The Murray
Ledger & Times

